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Our world today continues to change rapidly. Novel
technologies and ideas are emerging every day
which bring forth many possibilities. Many creative and
enterprising individuals and companies have sprung up
to provide new services and products to meet market
demands. The eleventh issue of DSTA Horizons, to
some extent, encapsulates DSTA’s efforts to face
new challenges in the modern environment through
innovation and collaboration in its support of the Ministry
of Defence (MINDEF) and the Singapore Armed Forces
(SAF). Nine articles have been chosen to reflect how
we have developed new capabilities and deepened our
knowledge in a diverse range of disciplines.

DSTA also explores new approaches and solutions to
shape the security landscape of MINDEF and the SAF.
‘Smart Network and Security Operations Centre’
examines how IT visualisation and analytics can be
leveraged in an integrated Network and Security
Operations Centre to enhance the monitoring of the
SAF’s IT systems and streamline the incident management
process. ‘Challenges in Mobile Security’ shares the
systematic approach adopted by DSTA to address the
security challenges of adopting mobile technology.
It touches on some design considerations for mobile
solutions and delves into emerging technologies in mobile
malware detection and analysis.

Realising large-scale enterprise IT solutions is a complex
undertaking for many organisations. ‘Enterprise
Architecture, Design Thinking and Agile Development –
New Strategies for Large-scale Enterprise IT Projects’
showcases how DSTA is incorporating Design Thinking
and Agile Development into its Enterprise Architecture
practices. It offers much insights into the use of this
approach in the development of LEARNet Portal 2.0,
an online platform that offers an enhanced learning
experience for our serviceman in the SAF. ‘Private Cloud
Computing – Our Journey’ introduces the concept
of cloud computing that can lead to greater agility and
efficiency in the delivery of IT services. It traces DSTA’s
foray into this practice to augment the effectiveness
of its IT services, as well as shares some key design
considerations learned in the process.

‘Dietary Requirements’ Review for the SAF’ details the
collaborative efforts between DSTA and SAF partners
to review soldiers’ dietary requirements, in accordance
with national and international guidelines. The nutritional
needs of SAF servicemen are regularly reviewed in
tandem with changing training conditions, advances in
technology and healthier food options.
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Our project management teams continue to embrace
new ideas and perspectives. DSTA harnesses its
people’s creativity and deep engineering expertise
to provide holistic support for MINDEF and the SAF.
‘Making a Difference Through Innovation: Missile
Corvettes Upgrade Story’ outlines DSTA’s novel
approach in upgrading the Republic of Singapore Navy’s
Missile Corvettes. It chronicles how DSTA overcame key

engineering challenges to equip the vessels with
enhanced
surveillance
capabilities,
advanced
communication systems and an unmanned aerial vehicle
system to create better sensor coverage as well as
improve its combat effectiveness. ‘An Assessment of
Land Vehicles Trafficability’ examines the performance
and feasibility of wheeled and tracked platforms over
different terrains using terramechanics analysis and
calculation. With the growing popularity of wheeled
platforms, the article also discusses the potential use of
technologies that would boost the mobility of wheeled
platforms so that they can be deployed across a wider
range of missions and terrains. ‘Development of
Capability to Assess Explosion Effects for Protective
Building and Infrastructure Design’ highlights how
DSTA is developing its capabilities in modelling and
analysing explosion effects through extensive research
and collaboration with local and overseas partners to
enable DSTA to better conceive and apply protective
solutions in defence infrastructure facilities. These efforts
included the conduct of large-scale explosive tests, the
creation of a tool for computing blast loading in tunnel
systems, and the development of a modelling approach.
In ‘DSTA’s Application of Analytic Hierarchy Process
for Tender Evaluation’, the adoption of the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) by DSTA is illustrated in greater
detail. The article looks at how AHP can be applied for
effective quantitative tender evaluations and describes
some of the emerging challenges that users experienced
in selecting the most cost-effective solutions.

We hope that the articles will give our readers a better
understanding of DSTA’s diverse competencies and
experiences accumulated over the years. We would
also like to express our appreciation to the authors and
reviewers for their hard work and dedication. DSTA
Horizons has come a long way since it was first published
in 2005, and it is our wish that it will continue to serve as
a useful and comprehensive knowledge repository for our
defence professionals working in the ecosystem as well
as contribute to the references for academic research in
selected domains. Thank you.
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ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE,
DESIGN THINKING AND AGILE
DEVELOPMENT – NEW STRATEGIES
FOR LARGE-SCALE ENTERPRISE IT
PROJECTS
TAN Tow Hua Joseph, CHEN Liheng Frank

ABSTRACT
Corporate IT departments in many large organisations face two key challenges in implementing large-scale enterprise IT
solutions – how to be more agile and responsive in an increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous environment
as well as how to handle the rising expectations for well-designed and user-centric IT solutions.
This article outlines how DSTA has begun evolving its Enterprise Architecture practices by integrating them with Design
Thinking and Agile Development to better manage large-scale enterprise IT projects. This article also shares insights into the
use of this approach during the development of LEARNet Portal 2.0, the learning management platform for the Ministry of
Defence and the Singapore Armed Forces, and how it has shortened delivery time and enhanced user experience.
Keywords: enterprise IT, enterprise architecture, design thinking, agile development, user centricity

INTRODUCTION
Large-scale enterprise IT projects are complex undertakings.
Such complexity is inevitable in big organisations due to the
sheer number of distinct business units and the need to meet
the expectations of multiple stakeholders who may have
differing goals and needs. This issue is further compounded
by demands for greater cross-functional integration across
organisational business units and processes as well as other
IT systems.
Amid such complexities is the growing demand for more usercentric enterprise IT solutions similar to that of commercial IT
platforms as a new generation of technologically-savvy digital
natives join the workforce. The modern executive expects
polished user interfaces (UI), smooth user experiences, quick
response to software issues as well as constant updates,
patches and improvements.
4
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ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE
– AN APPROACH TO TAME
ORGANISATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Enterprise Architecture (EA) is a well-known approach to
manage organisational complexity and large-scale IT
implementations. The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF),
Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) and DSTA are currently the
leading practitioners of EA in Singapore, having developed
CARAT, the Actionable Architecture Framework for MINDEF
Corporate IT in 2006. This EA framework establishes four key
architectural pillars: (a) Business Architecture (BA) to drive
process standardisation; (b) Information Architecture to reign
in data integration; (c) Systems Architecture to consolidate
the systems landscape; and (d) Technical Architecture to
manage the technology and standards for the organisation
(see Figure 1).

The Value of Enterprise Architecture

The Downsides to Enterprise Architecture

Within EA, a BA framework ensures consistent and succinct
representation of business processes by setting standards for
framing various business perspectives. In MINDEF and the
SAF, these standards were adapted from the Operational View
(OV) concept1 of the US Department of Defense Architecture
Framework. With a systematic definition of processes, people
and transacted data, the BA framework presents a holistic
view of an organisation’s business landscape for better
decision making.

However, one of the inherent downsides in adopting the EA
approach in enterprise IT projects is that user centricity tends
to get compromised.

Processes mapped under BA are then associated and
represented with their supporting data resources, systems,
technologies and standards via System Views (SV) and
Technical Views (TV)2. This allows for better business-IT
alignment – stakeholders can quickly understand what
business processes are impacted as the IT landscape
evolves, and IT leaders can direct IT capability delivery and
systems development needed to deliver business outcomes
and value.
EA has been used successfully in MINDEF and the SAF for
large-scale enterprise-wide IT projects such as Enterprise
Systems and Enterprise HR systems3. The strong foundation
of EA practice within DSTA has also enabled the organisation
to push for a Model-driven Architecture approach to enhance
agility and speed in the implementation of enterprise IT
systems (Lai, Ng, & Low, 2015).

The EA approach advocates for an enterprise mindset
necessary to drive enterprise-level integration of business and
technology. The goal is focused on enabling capabilities that the
organisation needs, determining key functionalities the system
must have and how it integrates with other systems and aligns
to architecture standards. Such an approach helps to deal with
the complexities involved in a myriad of business processes
and complicated IT landscape but also has the tendency to deemphasise the human dimension in system design.
As a result, focus on end user experience is lost amid tight
implementation schedules and the absence of an end user
advocate within the Project Management Team (PMT). This is
why while many Enterprise IT projects start out with usability
as a desired end-goal, few succeed in delivering that promise.
Another downside to the EA approach is the mismatch between
the effort (and corresponding time) required to articulate and
define the enterprise landscape and the burgeoning pace of
today’s technological advancements. The current EA approach
needs to be enhanced to grant organisations greater agility
and responsiveness to innovation and market disruptions.
Delivery cycles need to be more iterative and move away from
traditional big bang approaches.

Figure 1. The four key architectural pillars of EA
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In summary, while the EA approach does help to manage
organisational complexity, it could do better in the face of
increasing demand for user-centric and responsive enterprise
IT solutions. Hence, new approaches and strategies have to
be adopted.

DESIGN THINKING - BUILDING
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE THAT
PEOPLE LOVE TO USE
Design Thinking is the brainchild of Tim Brown, president and
CEO of IDEO4, who describes Design Thinking as a humancentred approach to innovation that draws from the designer’s
toolkit to integrate the needs of people, the possibilities of
technology, and the requirements for business success.
Design Thinking has gained prominence in recent years, with
many companies and public sector organisations starting
to acknowledge its value in bridging the gap between the
enterprise and its end users. Within Singapore’s Public
Service Division, the Human Experience Lab was established
in April 2012 with the aim of using Design Thinking to help
agencies design and develop public policies, services and
experiences that are more citizen-centric. Since its inception,
it has worked with various government agencies on projects
tackling a wide range of public issues such as Project Love
Punggol with the National Environment Agency that aimed to
create a better living experience for Punggol residents (Siti
Maziah Masramli, 2013).

Unpacking the Essentials of Design
Thinking
Design Thinking can be seen as a problem formulation and
problem solving approach that emphasises having a designer’s
mentality as well as a familiarity with methodologies and tools
that designers use.
Adopting a designer’s mentality involves balancing the differing
constraints posed by: (a) business requirements; (b) existing
technological products and standards; and (c) end user needs
and desires when designing for a solution to a particular
problem. While constraints posed by business requirements
and technology are normally defined and gleaned easily,
figuring out accurately what the needs and desires of end
users often turns out to be a trickier task involving much trial
and error, patient listening, close observation and a sense of
empathy and connection with the users in mind.
To better aid project managers and system designers in
these tasks, various organisations are beginning to develop
methodologies and tools based on years of experience
and accumulated best practices5. Within DSTA, its Design
Thinking methodology6 can be summarised as an
iterative and three-step cycle: understand, explore and test
(see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Design Thinking methodology and tools

6
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Understand Phase
During this phase, the key focus is on developing a deeper
understanding of the characteristics and motivations of the end
user, along with his problems and (often latent or unspoken)
needs. Using a variety of techniques such as interviews and
field observations, the Design Thinking team attempts to
piece together a narrative of the end user journey (e.g. within
a business process or user scenario), detailing the issues
encountered, frustrations faced, innovative solutions they use
or why they love a particular function. This is represented in the
form of user journey maps and user personas, and the insights
gleaned can help the team to sharpen its focus on core issues
and user needs in the form of ‘How Might We’ (HMW) problem
definitions.

Explore Phase
HMWs shape the scope for subsequent exploration phases,
where the Design Thinking team engages in multiple divergent
and convergent styled thinking cycles to generate, evaluate
and prioritise ideas repeatedly using the user personas and
user journey maps as a preliminary test of its ideas.

Test Phase
Ideas that are assessed to be worth exploring undergo testing
where the Design Thinking team iteratively creates prototypes
of increasing fidelity and tests each prototype with actual endusers to seek verification on whether the proposed idea is of
value to them.

Applying Design Thinking in Enterprise IT
Projects
The key strength of Design Thinking, as compared with the EA
approach, is its focus on human-centricity through empathy
and the emphasis on rapid prototyping – testing ideas early
and iteratively with end users. Drawing reference to enterprise
IT projects, Design Thinking is an important complementary
approach to EA during the requirements gathering and system
design phases of the project.
During requirements gathering, it is critically important to
chart out accurate business processes that would drive the
corresponding design of the enterprise IT solution. The EA
approach provides a clear and defined means to capture these
processes from a business goals and functions standpoint.
Design Thinking can be used at this juncture to verify these
captured processes and ensure that the perspective of the enduser is taken into consideration by uncovering insights from
the ground level (e.g. manual workarounds, pain points). With
these insights, process maps that previously only captured
inter/intra organisational linkages via the EA approach would
then be improved upon or entirely redrawn to obtain greater
business value and better user experience.
Design Thinking also empowers project managers to better
translate high level intent, concepts and business processes
into concrete and implementable design and solution
components during system design. While the EA approach
provides a holistic view of the interconnected enterprise
business processes, Design Thinking allows organisations to

Figure 3. Agile Development Methodology
DSTA HORIZONS | 2016
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dive into individual business processes and engage with end
users via a series of prototypes and mock ups. This allows the
quick verification of second level user requirements to ensure
that the ensuing system design is truly tailored to the end
users’ needs. Hence, the integrated EA and Design Thinking
approach allows project managers to design and/or evaluate
system designs with both breadth (enterprise view) and depth
(end user view).

AGILE DEVELOPMENT – DEPLOYING
ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE QUICKLY
AND RESPONSIVELY
Agile Development is a software development approach based
on the Agile Manifesto7. It advocates for the logical breakdown
of user requirements into small incremental tasks, whereby
requirements analysis, development, testing and deployment
activities happen in quick, short successive sprints that build
upon one another (see Figure 3).
This is in contrast to the traditional waterfall development
approach that many enterprise IT projects still adhere to, which
defines each phase of requirement analysis, development,
testing and deployment clearly, whereby a project can only
proceed to the next phase upon the successful completion of
all activities within the current phase.

With Agile Development, user involvement is high as
stakeholders are involved at the end of every developmental
phase (aptly termed as a ‘sprint’) to co-create and verify
the developed solution. Releases can be scheduled once a
minimum viable product can be achieved, which shortens the
deployment time for an enterprise IT project significantly.

Applying Agile Development in Enterprise
IT Projects
Agile Development can be seen as a natural follow-up
approach to Design Thinking during the development, testing
and integration phases of an enterprise IT project, with its
similar focus on iterative verification of solution and emphasis
on end user involvement8.
During these phases, enterprise IT project managers often
find themselves having to balance conflicting organisational
demands, project resource limitations and new ground level
inputs. They also have to operate within an evolving and
dynamic environment which requires them to have finesse in
managing project implementation with agility.
With Agile Development, deployment can occur once a
minimum viable product is achieved. This not only shortens
the deployment time for the project significantly, but also
creates more avenues to glean insights from ground users, as

Figure 4. EA+DT+AD applied in Large Scale Enterprise IT Projects
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emphasised by the Design Thinking approach. By observing
first-hand how end users interact with deployed systems, the
project manager can glean valuable insights and lessons that
would form the basis for further enhancements to the system
design which could in turn be incorporated into upcoming
Agile Development sprints. Last minute requirements and
technological advancements can be handled likewise,
allowing for a much more flexible and nimble way of managing
requirements. Additionally, such a deployment strategy is also
greatly user-centric and allows organisations to be responsive
and attentive to the issues of end users.
In addition, as deployment risk is evaluated and managed at
the end of every sprint, project sponsors will have increased
confidence in achieving project success, and hence will be
more open to product and process innovation via trial and error.
In summary, by integrating Design Thinking and Agile
Development with the existing EA approach across the
enterprise IT project life cycle, project managers can better
manage project complexities without compromising on usercentricity and project responsiveness (see Figure 4).

LEARNET CASE STUDY
Using the case study of the development of MINDEF and the
SAF’s enterprise learning management portal, LEARNet Portal
2.0, this article shares how EA, Design Thinking and Agile
Development methodologies were integrated together and
adopted by the PMT to overcome various project challenges.
LEARNet is a complex and large-scale programme involving
multiple stakeholders across training command, institutes
and units that leverages the latest learning and mobile
technologies to transform learning in the SAF (Ministry of
Defence Singapore, 2012). LEARNet Portal 2.0 is the online
platform where instructors, trainees and commanders access
the learning management system and collaboration platforms
to carry out training and learning. Key business processes
include course management, methods of instruction,
knowledge sharing and collaboration with multiple business
stakeholders and end users. To deal with these project
challenges, the team from DSTA established EA, Design
Thinking and Agile Development as key pillars of its
development approach (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. LEARNet programme development approach
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Requirements Gathering Phase
During the initial stages of requirements gathering, there
was a lack of clarity on the desired future end-state for the
SAF’s learning transformation as various stakeholders had
different understanding and pedagogical perspectives on how
technology could be applied.
The EA framework provided a common language and
systematic approach for the PMT to articulate, capture and
translate desired future business landscapes into technical
design (see Figure 6). The design of the new online learning

experience for the LEARNet Portal 2.0 began in earnest with a
series of EA workshops.
Through the workshops, different business stakeholders were
able to come quickly together to harmonise and agree on the
new business scenarios and processes (see Figure 7). These
scenarios and process maps were used as a foundation to
develop the solution and technical architecture. To ensure
requirements traceability and tighten business-IT alignment,
detailed functional requirements were generated from the
original process maps and mapped to solution components
within the solution architecture.

Figure 6. BA for LEARNet programme (Adapted from Goh, Tan, & Lim, 2008)

Figure 7. Process maps generated from EA workshops

10
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System Design Phase
During the design and development phase, Design Thinking
was used extensively to guide the solution design as well as
to gather end user feedback. Key business scenarios and
processes developed earlier using EA became key inputs for
the Design Thinking approach. These were translated into story
boards for prototype development and simplified walkthrough
demonstrations with users. To get inputs and finalise the
design for the learner mobile application, the DSTA PMT
moved away from the traditional approach of presenting design
concepts only to the Operations Manager for endorsement,
and also sought feedback from end users via a series of design
workshops involving instructors from training institutes.

These workshops were conducted in an innovative manner
– existing commercial design and UI principles were first
shared with instructors, and they were also encouraged to
think of products and experiences that they considered to be
well-designed. After the initial framing process, instructors
were shown several LEARNet Portal 2.0 design concepts
via low fidelity prototypes and then grouped with supporting
UI designers from the industry to improve on the proposed
design. After this process, the instructors then came back
together to vote for their favourite design elements which were
then incorporated into the final solution for the learner mobile
application (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Iterative designs for the learner mobile application
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This method of crowdsourcing and co-creation with end users
yielded downstream benefits during the implementation phase.
Most notably, there was a significant reduction in the need for
end user training for the learner mobile application due to its
intuitive and more user-centric design. Getting instructors
in early into the design process also helped in subsequent
change management efforts. Although the learner mobile
application was the anchor application for LEARNet Portal 2.0
with the greatest number of end users (over 10,000 trainees
from different training institutes during the roll-out), there were
much fewer requests for enhancements compared to the other
similar systems.

experience, requiring less change management efforts and
user training. Agile Development maintained this focus on usercentricity throughout the development phase until deployment
and also reduced system delivery time.

Besides UI enhancements, the PMT also leveraged insights
garnered from discussions with instructors and trainees to
suggest improvements to existing business processes that led
to the development of new functionalities such as a ‘pack-andgo’ concept. This allows learners to pre-download the most
updated course content in camp and then access the content
outfield without any connection, hence allowing for more
efficient and focused training.

The importance of Design Thinking in the IT industry and
organisations is increasing, a view shared by many industry
thought leaders (Kolko, 2015). Organisations are recognising
the strategic potential of user-centric design in developing new
customer insights for product and service innovation, defining
new digital experiences enabled by the latest technology and
even enhancing employee engagement. Enterprise IT solutions
of today and the future must be designed for people and
designed for delight.

Development Phase to Deployment Phase
Additionally, the PMT also sought to incorporate elements of
Agile Development to shorten delivery lead time, proposing
a phased deployment strategy by splitting up delivery of the
basic learning management system from other components like
collaboration, community and enterprise content management
modules. Such a strategy allowed the team to focus on
delivering the minimum viable product, and what would have
taken upwards of 18 months to build was completed and
deployed within 10 months, along with the latest user-centric
features and UI designs. Post-deployment, the team has
continued to develop additional enhancements based on user
feedback and insights gathered from pilot training institutes
and subsequently deploy these enhancements as part of
different releases.

CONCLUSION
EA, Design Thinking and Agile Development were implemented
within the LEARNet programme as synergistic approaches
spanning across the user requirements gathering as well as
design and development phases, with clear benefits reaped
during the implementation phase. EA helped to provide a
strong foundation to manage complexity in which business
requirements were gathered, rationalised and harmonised.
Design Thinking maintained the focus on user-centricity during
the design phase to yield solutions that enhanced the learning

12
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Through these efforts, Design Thinking and Agile Development
were thus assessed to be useful and complementary
approaches to EA that can collectively yield greater benefits
for corporate IT departments willing to embracing them,
particularly for large-scale complex projects.

WAY AHEAD

DSTA is looking ahead and preparing for this future. It is
embracing Agile Development and Design Thinking as
extensions to current EA methods. DSTA is seeking to
incorporate the Design Thinking approach into existing
software development life cycle processes to deliver better
and more user-centric enterprise IT solutions in a manner that
is more agile and responsive to changes. Through its efforts in
LEARNet and other IT projects, DSTA has developed a Design
Thinking Toolkit for IT projects and an Agile Development
Guide, and is building up its competencies in a bid to equip its
engineers with new skill sets and, more importantly, mindsets
for the journey ahead.
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ENDNOTES
1

OVs describe the tasks and activities, operational elements
and information exchanges required to conduct military
operations. Collectively, these views articulate the complete
concept of these operations and are considered to be the BA
component of EA.

2

SVs describe systems, services and interconnections that
support organisations and their operations (as articulated by
OVs) whereas TVs define technical standards, implementation
conventions, business rules and criteria that govern the
architecture.
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PRIVATE CLOUD COMPUTING –
THE DSTA JOURNEY
TOH Thiam Huat Adrian, LIM Victor

ABSTRACT
Cloud computing provides a business model for the delivery of IT services with greater agility and efficiency as compared
to traditional IT. Cloud technologies such as server virtualisation and automation are widely implemented by organisations
to enable new business capabilities and optimise data centre and engineering resources. This article delves into concepts
of cloud computing and describes DSTA’s journey into private cloud computing, including some of the key lessons learned.
Keywords: cloud, converged infrastructure, IaaS, virtualisation, fabric

INTRODUCTION

CURRENT LANDSCAPE

The rapid pace of application development and proliferation
of IT services places a significant pressure on existing
infrastructure and engineering resources. The optimisation of
data centre resources is also essential to support the business
needs of DSTA.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (2011)
defines cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous,
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and released with minimal management effort or
service provider interaction.”

As such, DSTA adopted cloud computing in 2012 to improve
the agility and efficiency of its IT services. Its cloud computing
journey had centered around the optimisation of infrastructure
and engineering expertise with proven technologies and
security mitigations. Automation of IT workloads was
achieved through the provision of virtualisation technology to
consolidate computing resources and the implementation of
compliance (desired configuration) management to improve IT
management efficiency.
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Figure 1 gives a simplified view of the different types of cloud
computing environment. Public cloud providers are typically in
control of how customer data is managed. It is however the
customers’ responsibility to manage data protection and IT
security. Data can be replicated to other countries for better
resiliency and cost efficiency, but this method raises the issue
of data sovereignty. The private cloud model was thus adopted
by DSTA as it allow full autonomy of the use of IT resources to
safeguard its core business processes.
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Figure 1. Different types of cloud computing environment

The diversity of IT workloads in a largely heterogenous cloud
computing landscape dictates the use of different hardware
platforms and Operating Systems (OS). This diversity creates
challenges in terms of manageability and interoperability, such
as the need for highly specialised but separate teams to support
and manage IT resources. Using proprietary technologies
also compounds the issue of infrastructure complexity and
supportability.

Harnessing IT to maximise workforce productivity is
therefore cardinal. A cloud-enabled data centre, through
the standardisation of IT and data centre technologies and
processes, will be able to achieve high system reliability,
maintainability and supportability (see Figure 2).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Key elements of a (a) traditional and (b) cloud-enabled data centre
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CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE

Alternative Storage

The common cloud service models are Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as
a Service (SaaS). IaaS was determined to be the most suitable
cloud service model for DSTA’s operating environment where
all IT resources are hosted on site (see Figure 3).

Storage array network used to be the de-facto enterprise
storage with proprietary hardware algorithm that makes it
costly and complex to migrate. The JBOD1 (Just a Bunch Of
Discs) solution is becoming a good alternative due to its low
cost and tier storage capability.

A cloud infrastructure comprises the data centre, mechanical
and electrical systems, as well as the corresponding IT
resources such as network, storage and compute. A more
efficient and effective infrastructure can be created through the
consolidation of resources for optimal utilisation.

Fabric Networking
To achieve a unified high-performance computing system,
the use of high speed 10G network with fabric network and
high density blade computing greatly reduces the amount of
network equipment needed. Additionally, it converges the local
area network and storage array network data traffic over a
common network infrastructure. This optimisation is essential
to maximise data centre performance and utilisation.

Processor Architecture
Technological advances have enabled chipset manufacturers
to make significant progress in the development of applications
to be deployed on previously unsuitable hardware platforms as
well as enabling portability for applications between different
hardware platforms.

Operating System
Specialised competency and effort are required to support an
OS. Conscious effort is thus needed to streamline the number
of OS and facilitate supportability.

	
  

Figure 3. Individual components of cloud service models (Microsoft, 2013)
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Consolidation

Software Defined Infrastructure

Consolidation of IT resources is essential for cloud adoption
(see Figure 4). By virtualising physical workloads, obsolete
resources and under-utilised physical systems are freed up.
This addresses the inefficiency of server sprawl2 and optimises
IT resources to facilitate IaaS, PaaS and SaaS.

Using software-centric management to control each of the
IT resources creates a unified view of the interdependencies
among IT resources and improves fault resolution time. While
traditional IT operations require significant manual effort during
configuration, this can be streamlined and automated using
policy driven provisioning to standardise configuration. The
Cisco road map as shown in Figure 6 outlines a shift of the
fabric layer, from a traditional distributed architecture to an
application driven infrastructure which provides performance
and availability assurance for critical business applications.

Virtualisation
This is the abstract layer between the physical entity and the
virtual resources that forms the basis of cloud computing.
Virtualisation allows workloads to be mobile and removes the
dependency on the hardware layer. (See Figure 5).

Figure 4. Ongoing cloud adoption

Figure 5. The process of virtualisation
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS
The convergence of IT systems has its own set of challenges
and risks. Creating strong IT interdependencies places the
entire IT infrastructure at higher risk as it can be affected by
even a single IT component failure. Moreover, a private cloud
is not necessarily less susceptible to exploitation than that of
a public cloud. Security controls are mandatory to protect the
infrastructure and data. Below are some of the considerations
and mitigation measures that should be taken into account in
order to address security concerns and system performance.

Security Concerns
Data Classification
One key consideration is the risk of data loss. Different data
classification mandates different security measures such as
data encryption and rights of access. By putting data of different
classification into the same cloud, security measures may
end up being overly stringent when applied to less sensitive
workloads. Conversely, inadequate security measures will risk
the exposure of information in the event of a security breach.
Personnel with physical access to IT resources may access
unauthorised classified data. To mitigate this risk, DSTA secured
data on the hypervisors3 using Trusted Platform Module

encryption, while the software-based volume encryption,
Advanced Encryption Standard-256, was used to secure data
on storage resources.

Zonal Segregation
DSTA segregated its network using network zoning. Each
zone represents one type of data profile. For example, web
applications are categorised under Zone 1 and data warehouse
workloads are categorised under Zone 2. Data of the same
profile will communicate via the same fabric switches. Different
physical fabric switches are used for handling different data
profiles. All communication between these switches are
conducted via secured gateways such as firewalls.
In a virtualised environment, it is essential to ensure
infrastructure workloads and enterprise workloads are
separated. Hence, a segregation of network and identity
namespace was implemented by DSTA (see Figure 7). Physical
infrastructure and management workloads supporting the
fabric layer are allocated in the Infrastructure Zone (i.e. Zone
3 in Figure 7) and production workloads supporting corporate
requirements are maintained in the Enterprise Zone (i.e. Zone
1 and 2 in Figure 7). Workloads in both zones are maintained
in different namespace and distinct networks as if they are in
separate environments, with minimal communication between
these zones.

Figure 6. Road map on the fabric layer (Tucker, 2012)
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Separate sets of identities are used to access the resources
in the respective namespace. This means that personnel with
access to the infrastructure workloads should not have access
to the enterprise workloads, and vice versa. This separation
limits access to classified data, hence strengthening overall
security.

Hypervisors Protection
Hypervisors are susceptible to vulnerabilities like any
other OS. Bare-metal hypervisors can be used to enhance
its protection and unused roles and binaries removed to
reduce the attack surface. Regular compliance scans on all
hypervisors will ensure that the system undergoes up-to-date
patching.
Secure Boot configuration is important in a highly virtualised
environment as a compromise on the physical server can
impact all the Virtual Machines (VM) on it. It essentially helps
to validate the cryptographic signatures that guard against
malware attacks on the BIOS before the OS is started up,
effectively preventing unauthorised firmware, OS or drivers
from being executed.

Imageless Provisioning
In general, service images are used to deploy new workloads.
However, a constant effort is needed to maintain these images
to mitigate security threats. This issue can be mitigated by
integrating patches, hardware drivers and configuration files
into the binaries to automate the set-up effectively.

Logging, Auditing and Monitoring
With evolving security threats, proactive monitoring and
analytical mechanisms are vital to safeguard systems against
anomalies. Key activities such as provisioning, remediating and
orchestrating should be logged. These logs should be archived
and protected from tampering.

Desired Configuration Management
To safeguard the configurations and integrity of the computing
resource, it is essential to enforce change management
governance with a centralised policy. Workload categorisation
is also vital for effective policy management and remediation
against unauthorised change.

System Performance
Virtualisation
There are different types of virtualisation platforms. Virtual
workloads cannot move between platforms seamlessly without
incurring migration efforts and downtimes. Similarly, different
platforms entail the use of separate management software as
well. Thus, it is crucial to standardise virtualisation efforts on a
single platform to improve system agility.
In addition, some applications do not support virtualised
workloads. Assessment is needed to determine the suitability
of such applications in a cloud environment – those deemed
unsuitable should not be virtualised to avoid downstream
service disruption and supportability issues.

Figure 7. Schematic representation of blade computing zonal segregation
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Resilient Workloads

Storage Profiles

Cloud computing enables virtualised workloads to move
across hypervisors seamlessly to improve hardware resiliency.
Clustering can be created to achieve high resilient workloads
for mission critical services. By adopting an Anti-affinity
configuration, the failure of a VM workload will not affect
the operation of another that is located in a separate blade
enclosure (see Figure 8).

While virtualised workloads are typically integrated in a
common physical storage layer, different workloads have
different storage performance demands. Therefore, it is
important to categorise these workloads to allocate the right
storage profiles for optimal utilisation and performance.

Automated Hypervisor Maintenance
With cloud computing, automation is leveraged to reduce
infrastructure management complexity and vulnerability, thus
improving system availability. To achieve this, the hypervisor is
placed on maintenance mode to shift its workloads to another
hypervisor to facilitate the updating of patches and physical
drivers without causing any downtime (see Figure 9).

Workload Profiles
Higher processor cores have more computing power to handle
multiple workloads concurrently. Hence, it is vital to categorise
these workloads based on their computing profiles to ensure
reliability and good performance. For instance, a physical
machine is able to host a maximum of 12 web application
workloads but this is significantly lower for intensive datawarehousing workloads.

Data that are accessed frequently such as an OS should be
thick provisioned while those that are accessed less frequently
– such as file server data – should be thin provisioned. Thin
provisioning involves the increasing of disk capacity as it is
being used while thick provisioning means to pre-allocate disk
capacity at the point of workload creation.
Anti-virus software is essential in protecting systems but
it also has considerable impact on storage resources if it is
not configured properly. Resource-intensive activities such as
system backup, signature updates and file scanning need to
be coordinated carefully to avoid resource contention. It is thus
important to choose an anti-virus solution that is compatible
with virtualisation to mitigate against AV storms4.

Quality of Service
Quality of Service is implemented in the cloud environment to
predefine IT resources and ensure that workload performance
and security are not compromised by each another. It regulates
against volume based attacks such as the execution of
distributed denial of service on the VM, hypervisor and fabric
layers.

High	
  Resiliency	
  Workloads	
  

Rack	
  1	
  

Rack	
  2	
  

Figure 8. Anti-Affinity configuration for high resilient workloads

Workloads	
  moves	
  to	
  other	
  hypervisors	
  

Maintenance	
  Mode	
  
Figure 9. Automated hypervisor maintenance
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While cloud computing offers elasticity and economy of
scale, it is still susceptible to the same threats common to all
computing environments. Such risks can be reduced through
careful planning, identifying areas of concerns and mitigating
them accordingly.

CONCLUSION
A robust and resilient IT infrastructure architecture is an
element of most organisational strategies today. With cloud
adoption, DSTA has further strengthened its IT management
regime and business IT resilience as well as optimised data
centre resources and agility to help business innovate and
create new possibilities.
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SMART NETWORK AND
SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTRE
TAN Shyh Hae, LEE Kok Thong, SEOW Nyi Matthew, TAN Choon How

ABSTRACT
This article shares the rationale and benefits of combining the conventional Network Operations Centre (NOC) and Security
Operations Centre (SOC) into an integrated Network and Security Operations Centre (NSOC). By re-engineering operational
processes and augmenting them with technologies such as end-to-end IT visualisation and analytics, NSOC provides IT
managers and operators with end-to-end situational awareness and a streamlined incident management process.
With NSOC, IT incidents can now be managed more holistically and efficiently and this helps in reducing service recovery
lead time and minimising additional head count while increasing the operational availability of IT systems.
Keywords: NOC, SOC, NSOC, Network and Security Operations Centre, Converge

INTRODUCTION
The Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) operations of today are
becoming more complex due to increasing network-centric
operations, operations-other-than war and cyber threats. There
is a need to enhance the monitoring of IT systems performed
by the SAF’s existing Network Operations Centre (NOC) and
Security Operations Centre (SOC) as well as streamline the
incident management process so that IT incidents can be quickly
detected and efficiently managed. This would enable services
to be restored promptly and increase IT system resiliency.

BACKGROUND OF NOC AND SOC
NOC and SOC are synonymous with the smooth and secure
running of today’s IT landscape. They are critical IT nerve
centres of public and private enterprises throughout the world.
Historically, NOCs and SOCs functioned as separate entities
fulfilling different missions.
NOCs play a pivotal role in infrastructure availability and are
often measured by uptime Service Level Agreements (SLA).
NOC operators utilise a range of management tools to actively
monitor and manage the performance and status of various
IT infrastructure equipment such as routers and switches, with
increasing expansion of scope to include servers, storage
24
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and data centre facilities. Through the use of these tools,
NOC operators are able to perform fault management and
coordination of service recovery efforts.
On the other hand, the emergence of increasingly advanced
cyber threats has created a new dimension of challenge that
goes beyond the capabilities of NOC management tools.
SOCs were hence established with specialised tools to provide
capabilities such as security information and event management
as well as malware analysis that enables cybersecurity analysts
to focus on the deep investigative and forensic work required
to accurately detect and respond to cybersecurity incidents.
Working in tandem, NOCs and SOCs ensure the availability
and integrity of IT systems, functioning similar to a human’s
central nervous and immune systems that detect and respond
to infections.

SYNERGIES BETWEEN NOC AND
SOC
As IT infrastructures grow in size and complexity to meet users’
increasing operational needs, NOCs and SOCs will need to work
closely together to provide a holistic infrastructure and security
view of the IT system. This will enable better sensemaking and
situational awareness which will allow the NOC and SOC to

remain effective in addressing monitoring and service recovery
challenges amid infrastructure growth and complexity.

Fusion of Situational Views across NOC
and SOC
A NOC will need to be enhanced with manager-of-managers1
(MoM) capabilities to fuse together information from the various
NOC and SOC tools and provide a holistic infrastructure
and security view. This view will provide the operator with
timely situational awareness on the interdependencies
between various infrastructures and security equipment and
facilitate more accurate impact analysis and service recovery
prioritisation. For example, the MoM can automatically pinpoint
the potential root cause of an infrastructure outage to an open
door that caused the room temperature to rise and equipment
to overheat, instead of the traditional approach of overwhelming
the operator with separate door sensor, temperature and
device failure alarms. In a heavily virtualised cloud environment,
the MoM can also automatically determine the potential root
cause of slow application processing instead of the traditional
display of numerous independent performance counters for the
operator to self-correlate.

Addressing Overlapping Infrastructure
Faults and Cyber Threats
The line between infrastructure faults and cyber threats is
becoming increasingly blurred as more powerful and deceptive
cyber attacks tend to autonomously jump between different
infrastructure equipment in order to cover their tracks and
launch their attacks. For example, the infamous Stuxnet
computer worm entered a closed network via a USB infection
and exploited the Siemens Step-7 programmable logic
controller software application to cause the Iranian centrifuges
to overspin and become damaged and unserviceable.
To be able to more effectively detect such threats, one
possibility is to have NOC and SOC collaborate, crosscorrelate and potentially identify the common patterns from
their respective tools instead of the traditional approach of
looking at infrastructure faults and security events in silo.
These anomalous patterns can then be further investigated
by specialists to diagnose and pinpoint the nature of the
infrastructure incidents more accurately.

Enriching Security Insights
Information gathered by the NOC will be able to enrich the
SOC investigative and forensics work. With an end-to-end

monitoring system cross-referencing infrastructure faults and
behaviour anomaly with cyber incidents as well as trending and
insights from analytic tools, operators will better understand
the extent of the cyber threat being analysed. They can also
determine the indicators or signatures to look out for and easily
correlate seemingly unrelated events. This can help to provide
greater insights into low signature security events which may
normally be ignored by cybersecurity analysts focusing on
higher volume and higher signature events.

CONVERGENCE OF NETWORK AND
SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTRES
NOCs and SOCs generally have similar operational structures
with both using tiered monitoring and incident response teams.
Junior operators usually form Tier 1 and are responsible for
work orders, system monitoring, call handling, preliminary
investigation and triage of detected and reported events.
Events that are unable to be triaged are escalated to senior
Tier 2 specialists for more detailed review and resolution. Tier
3 subject matter experts serve as the final escalation point for
the most complex of issues.
In addition, there are commonalities in NOC and SOC
infrastructures and operations. NOCs and SOCs both require
analyst workstations, call routing and management systems
and facilities, service level agreements, standard operating
procedures, workflow and trouble ticketing.
To enable NOCs and SOCs to work closely together for better
sensemaking and situational awareness as well as remain
effective in addressing next-generation infrastructure monitoring
and service recovery challenges, an innovative approach is to
combine the conventionally separate and independent NOC
and SOC into a common Network and Security Operations
Centre (NSOC). This is achieved by consolidating operations
and re-engineering processes. This integrated approach is
also currently being explored by companies such as American
Systems, General Dynamics, HP and IBM.
Moreover, this approach helps to save on valuable data centre
real estate and corresponding power and cooling facilities
as NOC and SOC components require significant resources
to run. It also helps to minimise the monitoring load placed
on the infrastructure equipment as one common information
aggregator can collect all the data required and then share it
with NOC and SOC tools instead of each operations centre
collecting data separately. In addition, a common NSOC
will have the integrated processes and structures in place
to allow NOC and SOC operators to communicate and
DSTA HORIZONS | 2016
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coordinate seamlessly as well as tap each other’s skillsets
and experiences to identify, manage and resolve incidents
effectively.

Technology as a Key Enabler for NSOC
Traditional Network Management Systems (NMS) have
difficulties performing the role of a MoM as the majority of them
do not have out-of-the-box equipment adapters to correctly
interpret information from the different brands and models of
infrastructure equipment in use, along with their corresponding
management tools. Those that have the equipment adapters
are handicapped by the need to manually create rules to map
out the interdependencies between components which creates
sustainability and scalability issues.
However, the reference architecture behind NSOC is now
achievable with the advancement of enterprise network
management technologies.

Standardisation and Compatibility
With the maturing of network system management technology,
many infrastructure equipment today are leveraging common
standards such as SNMP2, SYSLOG3, REST4, JSON5
and XML6 to communicate with the management tools.
This standardisation enables the enterprise NMS to easily
communicate with the disparate infrastructure and security
management tools to understand the information being
presented. For legacy systems that are still using proprietary
communication methods, enterprise NMS now comes with a
number of predefined equipment adapters and this makes it
easy to reach out to these legacy systems without needing to
self-customise.

Data, Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Analytics
Traditionally, a major challenge in enabling end-to-end
situational awareness is the inability to map out the relationship
between various infrastructure equipment and their
performance statistics and trends. The typical approach
is to manually define relationship rules to link the various
equipment together as well as manually inspect and correlate
statistics. This approach is laborious, prone to human error and
unsustainable.
Analytics capabilities found in today’s enterprise NMS are able
to form the overall infrastructure topology and dependencies
automatically from information obtained from the various
infrastructure equipment to provide the operator with a real26
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time automated end-to-end holistic view of infrastructure
performance statistics and trends.
For example, in a virtualised cloud environment, the enterprise
NMS is able to automatically show on which physical host a
virtual machine is running, as well as the underlying network
and storage connections, without needing manual human
intervention. This topology awareness simplifies the need to
perform manual rules creation and maintenance significantly
while providing the operator with a real-time and up-todate, end-to-end topology view that facilitates situational
awareness. This capability enables the operator to pinpoint the
various bottlenecks in the infrastructure quickly and make the
necessary adjustments, potentially before actual degradation
occurs. To investigate the cause of slow application
processing, the operator will no longer need to manually look
at the current and historical performance statistics for all the
supporting infrastructure equipment and attempt to correlate
and identify a pattern. This holistic topology view also enables
automated end-to-end root cause analysis that speeds up the
identification of the actual cause of a fault.
At the same time, by analysing the network inventory and
configuration data, the NSOC will be able to automatically
alert the operator on potential security vulnerabilities in the
infrastructure and locate components that are not compliant
with organisational security profiles.

Data and Software Integration
These new capabilities form the bedrock of an NSOC’s
operation by fusing together the various NOC and SOC
tools and providing the NSOC operator with a holistic
end-to-end view of the interdependencies between the
various infrastructure equipment as well as security
incidents. This timely situational awareness facilitates
greater and faster accuracy in service impact analysis. This
is important in assessing the actual health and performance
of the application and corresponding service recovery
prioritisation.
The integration of technology also maximises cost
effectiveness in building and maintaining the underlying
management infrastructure as well as pave the way for
refining incidents and problem management processes.

Processes
The establishment of an integrated NSOC facilitates the ease
of information sharing and enables close collaboration between
the previously separate NOC and SOC teams.

SMART NETWORK AND SECURITY OPERATIONS CENTRE

Streamlining and Automation

Design for Support

Disparate processes can now be streamlined and better
automated. For example, instead of manning two separate
incident response hotlines with two different teams performing
their own work, one single hotline that handles both NOC and
SOC incidents can be created as illustrated in Figure 1. The
hotline operator can perform first level diagnosis using the
integrated NSOC tools to identify if there is an infrastructure
fault or cyber incident and route the incident to the respective
service recovery teams. If the cause of the incident is not
straightforward, it can be escalated to second level NOC
and SOC specialists to perform more in-depth investigation.
Commonly occurring incidents can also be automatically
identified and routed to the service recovery teams without the
need for operator involvement.

The integration, streamlining and automation enabled by
NSOC makes it easier for operators to perform their jobs and
focus on incident management and service recovery tasks as
less system training and maintenance is required.

Centralising Case Management
All the incidents are tracked via a common case management
system that automatically monitors the progress status and
flags out cases for escalation if service recovery will breach the
established service level agreement. The case management
system also reconciles the incident resolutions into a common
knowledge base that operators can refer to when incidents of
similar natures occur, hence further improving triage accuracy
and reducing service recovery lead time.

People
The availability and sustainability of suitably trained operators
is an increasing concern in today’s manpower landscape as the
skilled engineering pool is decreasing over the years. This is an
issue that needs to be systematically addressed.
Beyond the technological enhancements, process streamlining
and automation in NSOC, opportunities are created to optimise
manpower headcount and at the same time make operators
feel more engaged with higher value tasks.
For example, NOC operators are experienced in servers, desktop
and network support and will have good troubleshooting skills
and TCP/IP protocol suite knowledge. The same set of skills
are also necessary for SOC tasks. Hence, instead of engaging
two persons to perform overlapping tasks, better synergy can
be achieved by cross training the staff such that he or she can
perform first level tasks for both the NOC and SOC. In this way,
it gives a more holistic meaning to the staff’s job while at the
same time allowing for the creation of a leaner team.

Figure 1. Streamlining of incident management processes
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REFERENCE AND SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE FOR NSOC

Service Management Layer

The reference and system architectures for NSOC consist of
three layers (see Figure 2 and 3).

Data Source Layer
This comprises the infrastructure equipment in use. Raw
instrumentation data such as performance counters, health
status and logs are used by the respective NMS in the System
Management Layer for individual monitoring and management
purposes. These data are also piped into the Service
Management Layer via the Logs and Events Consolidator for
further processing.

System Management Layer
NMS performing the FCAPS7 monitoring and management for
the IT infrastructure are grouped under this layer. Alarms, events
and statistics from these systems are fed into the Service
Management Layer via the Logs and Events Consolidator for
further processing.

The capabilities in this layer form the ‘brain’ of the NSOC. It
provides the holistic situational picture and decision support
functions for NSOC managers and operators to assess
the operational impact of the IT infrastructure incident and
perform the required recovery actions. The Logs and Events
Consolidator aggregates and indexes information from the
System Management and Data Source Layers into a centralised
data warehouse for the various Service Management Layer
tools to perform searching, analysing and reporting tasks.

Performing Service Impact Analysis
The Service Management Layer reconciles related historical
and current events from various infrastructure equipment
to identify and advise the NSOC operator on the potential
root causes of the IT infrastructure incident, the equipment
involved and the sequence of events and activities leading to
the incident. It also assesses the actual impact of the incident
on the IT infrastructure availability by factoring in infrastructure
redundancy and criticality parameters. Furthermore, it
provides the NSOC operator with recommendations on the
corresponding service recovery prioritisation.

Figure 2. NSOC reference architecture
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Detecting Infrastructure Anomalies and
Forecasting Capacity Growth
By performing analytics on historical performance trends, the
Service Management Layer flags out infrastructure behaviour
deviations for further investigation into potential cybersecurity
threats or infrastructure faults. This information is further
extrapolated to estimate infrastructure growth requirements and
prompts the NSOC manager to make necessary adjustments
before degradation occurs.

Assessing Infrastructure Vulnerability and
Compliance
The Service Management Layer assists the NSOC operators
in auditing and ensuring alignment with organisation policies
as well as identifying potential security issues and bugs.
This is done by performing active network scanning of the
infrastructure equipment to determine if it is exposing known
vulnerabilities and automatically analysing infrastructure
inventory and configuration information as well as if vulnerable
software components are installed.

Facilitating Incident and Problem
Management
A case management system is provided within the Service
Management Layer to centrally track all IT infrastructure
incidents. This system comes with workflow automation, SLA
monitoring and knowledge management functions that enable

NSOC managers and operators to perform swifter and more
informed decision making while reducing human error. At the
same time, it identifies regularly recurring incidents and prompts
the NSOC operator for further investigation and escalation so
that the actual root cause can be identified, hence increasing
future system availability.

CHALLENGES
The consolidation of conventionally separate and independent
NOC and SOC into a common NSOC enables incidents to be
addressed more holistically and efficiently to increase system
resiliency and maintain operational effectiveness. However,
there are three inherent challenges that need to be addressed
in order for NSOC to materialise.
Foremost on the list are ownership and skillset issues. Typically,
NOCs and SOCs each have their own system owners. When
merged, there is a need to iron out issues such as who will be
the owner and final decision maker for the NSOC. For example,
a NOC operator may interpret a device outage event as an
indicator of equipment failure while a SOC analyst may interpret
that same event as a compromised equipment indicator. At
the same time, beyond the fundamental infrastructure and
system technical skills, SOC skillsets are investigative in nature
while NOC skillsets are more focused on troubleshooting and
recovery. The NOC and SOC staff will need to cross train and
adjust their mind sets and mental models. They will also need
to expand their range of skills more rapidly and react faster to
the increased number of technologies involved.

Figure 3. NSOC system architecture
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Next would be the need to balance between NOC and SOC
operations. The NOC’s objective is to perform service recovery
and enhance resiliency rapidly while the SOC’s objective is to
investigate and create countermeasures. This tension between
a NOC needing faster recovery and SOC activities resulting in
slower recovery will make it difficult for the NSOC operators
to make a sound judgement on which approach to take in the
event of an unknown incident.
Lastly, when the NOC and SOC components are built around
each other in an integrated NSOC, the components become
intrinsically intertwined. As the NSOC system scales with
more components, the compatibility and interoperability dead
weight increases and may affect overall system performance
as well as the ability to rapidly add new components to address
emerging concerns.

CONCLUSION
While differences exist between NOCs and SOCs, the
convergence of both centres can be both practical and
beneficial, combining the awareness and control of an
enterprise’s nervous system (i.e. the NOC) with the defence
and response of its immune system (i.e. the SOC).
Efficiency gains can be realised through the introduction of a
single and integrated point-of-contact for all IT infrastructure
and security events. Service levels and system resiliency can
also benefit through improved communication and increased
situational awareness. Incident response time is reduced
as a unified operations centre owns both the capability and
responsibility for enacting mitigating measures.
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CHALLENGES IN MOBILE SECURITY
PANG Jian Hao Jeffrey, CHUA Chee Leong, CHAN Guan Huat, LIM Seh Leng

ABSTRACT
In recent years, mobile devices have been used increasingly in organisations to improve productivity with the Ministry of
Defence looking to leverage this trend to enhance its operational efficiency. However, the use of mobile devices also opens
up new areas of vulnerability for potential adversaries to target.
This article shares the security challenges that arise from the use of mobile technology and how DSTA is adopting a systematic
approach in overcoming and securing the mobile cyber space. The article further discusses some design considerations for
mobile solutions and shares emerging technologies in mobile malware analysis and detection.
Keywords: mobile, security, threats, malware

INTRODUCTION

MOBILE THREATS AND CHALLENGES

The widespread use of mobile devices, such as smartphones
and tablets, brings users much convenience and ease of use
by allowing them to be connected to the Internet anytime and
anywhere. The Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) has also adopted
mobile devices in various areas such as email processing onthe-go and enabling soldiers to access e-learning materials on
their own time in order to enhance productivity

Mobile threats can largely be divided into several categories
such as physical, network-based, system-based and
application-based threats.

However, with the diversity of mobile devices and the variety of
security threats that can affect them, there is no one-size-fitsall solution to mobile security. Organisations should hence take
a holistic approach to securing enterprise mobility to support
business needs, including security policies formulation, device
and configuration management for multiple devices and user
education on mobile security.
This article reviews the challenges in achieving mobile security
and presents DSTA’s approach in securing the mobile cyber
space. The article further presents some emerging methods
for predictive malware detection to migitate application-based
attacks.

Physical Threats
One challenge faced in mobile security is the loss or theft of
a mobile device. Compared to desktop computers, mobile
devices are highly portable and lightweight. Hence, there is a
greater likelihood of them getting lost or stolen.
Gaining physical access to a device would allow an attacker to
perform malicious actions such as flashing it with a malicious
system image that is connected to a computer to install
malicious software or conduct data extraction. Hence, it is
important not to leave devices unattended. In addition, device
authentication and encryption need to be enforced to protect
mobile devices against unauthorised access.

Network-based Threats
Mobile devices use common wireless network interfaces
such as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth for connectivity. Each of these
interfaces has its own inherent vulnerabilities and is susceptible
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to wireless eavedropping attempts using readily available tools
like Wifite or Aircrack-ng Suite. Users should thus only connect
to trusted networks using WPA21 or better network security
protocols.

System-based Threats
Manufacturers can sometimes introduce vulnerabilities into
their devices unintentionally. For instance, the SwiftKey
keyboard in Samsung Android devices was found to be
vulnerable to eavesdropping attempts. Security updates
were subsequently released to fix the issue (SwiftKey, 2015).
Similarly, there exist critical vulnerabilities in Apple devices’
iPhone Operating System (iOS). One example is the “No iOS
Zone” vulnerability that automatically connects any iOS devices
within range to a fabricated network and repeatedly crashes
the device to deny its use (Amit, 2015). This vulnerability was
eventually fixed in a later version of the iOS. These incidences
highlight the need to perform timely updates of mobile devices
to mitigate system issues.

Application-based Threats
Similar to system vulnerabilities, third-party applications on
mobile devices may also be out-of-date. Some application
developers do not release software updates in a timely
manner or may have dropped support for older OS versions.
Even if software updates are available, users may not update
applications on their mobile devices promptly. Using outdated
software increases the risk that an attacker may exploit
vulnerabilities associated with these software.

Malicious applications, also known as malware, can perform
malicious operations when installed on a device such as
stealing data, downloading other malware, sending premium
rate messages or even remotely controlling a device (see Figure
1). These actions can result in financial losses and other forms
of tangible or intangible losses to an individual or organisation.
Hence, it is important to detect and prevent malware from
infecting mobile devices.
Attackers usually use social engineering techniques to trick
users into installing these malicious applications. It can be
in the form of a link in a message, a shortened hyperlink or
a repackaged application that masquerades as a legitimate
application. It is therefore essential that controls be enforced
on the download and installation of applications.
Most anti-virus vendors offer mobile versions of their desktop
anti-virus software. The core technique used in these mobile
solutions is based on the traditional signature-based detection
techniques. By analysing known malware samples and
developing specific signatures for detection, this approach
helps detect known malicious applications. Although signaturebased approach can be effective in containing known malware,
it fails to detect new, unknown or evolving variants due to a
lack of signature for such malware. Mobile malware has stayed
ahead by using transformation and obfuscation techniques to
evade detection. For example, polymorphic and metamorphic
malware have the ability to modify their code as they propagate
so that signature-based detection techniques are unable to
pick up on their virus signatures. As such, a new approach for
malware analysis and detection is needed to ensure mobile
security.

Figure 1. Figure denoting different kinds of malware activities
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SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TOWARDS
MOBILE SECURITY
DSTA adopts a systematic approach in assessing the mobile
threats discussed in the previous section. This approach
consists of five key elements – understanding, protection,
detection, response and education (see Figure 2). This
section discusses the use of this approach with reference to
application-based threats.

Protection
Protection is a key component of mobile security and covers
two main aspects. The first aspect is to prevent unwanted
threats from entering or affecting the mobile system.
For example, having understood that malware can exist in
the form of an application package or file, incoming network
traffic can be scanned at a network proxy or gateway to
check for malicious payload before forwarding it to the device.
Applications and OS-es of devices are also updated timely to
patch any vulnerabilities.

Figure 2. Figure denoting the different elements in mobile security

Understanding
Active monitoring of cyber space keeps the organisation
informed of new threats that can affect security. When such
threats are discovered, they are studied and assessed for any
impact to existing systems. Their mitigation measures will also
be identified. For example, when a malware attack is discovered,
understanding critical information such as attack vectors,
malicious indicators and impact, can help organisations derive
an appropriate countermeasure. In cases where a solution is
not readily available or is still being developed, these mitigation
measures will be applied in the interim.
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The other aspect of protection is to protect sensitive data
from being leaked to unauthorised destinations. This can
be achieved by securing the network channel using virtual
private network and blocking outgoing traffic to unauthorised
destinations using customised firewall rules.
As most mobile devices transmit data through the wireless
network, it is possible for an attacker to analyse the network
and steal critical data while it is in transit. Therefore, DSTA
has implemented an encryption solution that entails storing
the encryption key on the user’s smartcard. This prevents
unauthorised personnel from being able to read the content of
the encrypted data without the user’s smartcard.

CHALLENGES IN MOBILE SECURITY

Detection

Capability and Scalability

In an application-based threat, malware is one of the key tools
used by attackers to perform malicious activities on a mobile
device. The harm caused by malware and malicious activities
can be reduced through early detection. The classic defence
method against malware is the use of anti-virus. However,
malicious software writers have become more sophisticated,
often using mechanisms to change or obfuscate their codes
to foil detection by classic security defences. As such, a new
approach of employing a combination of static and dynamic
analysis, as well as machine learning techniques is proposed
to achieve comprehensive results.

To empower mobile users with the capability to process
classified information on the move, DSTA designed and
developed a two factor authentication2 (2FA) solution for
mobile devices using smartcard technology. The solution
consists of four components – the smartcard reader hardware,
driver, smartcard middleware and client application. The client
applicaton requires the smartcard middleware and the driver to
communicate with the smartcard and the reader respectively.
To log in, the 2FA solution requires the user to present a
tangible asset that only he or she has, such as a smartcard, as
well as enter a piece of information that only he or she knows,
such as a PIN.

Another detection methodology is to monitor and pick up
anomalous system activities and behaviours. Once an anomaly
is detected, alerts are triggered to the user and backend
reporting system. These alerts may provide information on the
malicious activities and can be correlated with other security
data to provide cyber defence engineers with useful information
to detect and respond to threats quickly.

Response
Incident response is an important element in any security
framework. When an incident occurs, the incident response
team will need to step in to contain it and conduct technical
investigation. The prevention or mitigation method is then
reviewed to prevent similar incidents from occurring.
In an application-based attack, the application used is analysed
to understand its behaviour and other critical information
required to assess its impact and derive appropriate
countermeasures.

Education
Although many users may be aware that mobile devices are
actively targeted by malware, most still do not believe that they
will fall victim to these attacks. Thus, it is important to educate
users on the safe practices for mobile device usage and keep
them updated on new forms of attacks.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF
MOBILE SOLUTION
DSTA’s design and development of mobile solutions gave rise
to some challenges and provided many learning points for the
organisation.

One of the challenges is in sourcing for a smartcard reader
and interface that can work with mobile devices. Smartcard
readers used for desktops are not suitable for mobile devices
due to interface or driver incompatibility. Furthermore, the
software driver and middleware need to be customised in order
to work with certain hardware and mobile OS. Moreover, as
peripheral interfaces for mobile devices are changed every few
years, the smartcard solution may have to be modified or even
redeveloped often.
DSTA overcame this issue by adopting a systems engineering
approach in which each component of the mobile smartcard
solution was designed to be modular and developed on an
open standard smartcard application interface, making the
solution flexible in adapting to changes in the mobile world.
With this modular design, subsequent development of the
mobile smartcard solution requires less development work.
Throughout the years, many peripheral interface options for
smartcard readers were explored, developed and delivered
for use in MINDEF. These include Secure Digital Input Output,
Compact Flash, Bluetooth and USB interfaces (see Figure 3).

Hardware Limitations
While the processor speed of mobile devices has gone up
significantly over the last few years, the devices themselves are
still limited in terms of memory size, network connection and
physical interfaces. These can be limiting factors in solution
design. For example, the mobile security solution needs to
be optimised for power efficiency as mobile devices tend to
have shorter battery life. Network data transfer also has to be
minimised as data transfer over mobile network can incur high
costs to users.
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Figure 3: Illustration of different smartcard interfaces

In addition, the number of available interface ports on a device
may be a design consideration. Most mobile devices have only
one interface port that is also intended for charging. If a solution
requires the use of an interface port for a long period of time,
the device will not be able to charge. Therefore, the number
of interface ports needs to be considered when selecting a
suitable device.

Usability and Security
A traditional approach to enhance security is to fully harden
a device. This involves locking down the device, restricting
users from downloading applications, mandating strong
authentication to access the mobile device and limiting
connectivity, among other security measures. While this results
in a secured device, it may no longer be user-friendly enough
to meet the original intent as a technology enabler.
As such, DSTA adopts a design strategy that takes into
account the usability and security of the mobile security
solution. To achieve this, a threat risk assessment is
performed before designing any solution to identify the
critical areas that must be secured and analyse how this may
affect usability. Any residual risk and proposed mitigation
methods are discussed with stakeholders to reach a common
understanding and agreement. This ensures that both security
and usability are optimised while satisifying user requirements.
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EMERGING MOBILE MALWARE
DETECTION TECHNOLOGY
This section discusses some emerging approaches for
analysing and detecting mobile malware and how they can be
integrated into the larger defence infrastructure. Many research
institutes have studied these approaches which can be largely
categorised into static analysis, dynamic analysis and machine
learning.

Static Analysis
Static analysis is the analysis of an application that is performed
without actually executing the program. By performing a
static analysis, an analyst can deduce the behaviours of
an application. Other useful information such as required
permissions, resources used and embedded strings can
also be discovered. Additionally, information such as header
files and database information can be extracted for analysis.
For example, the RiskRanker project statically identified
applications with different security risks. It detected properties
such as encrypted code execution, dynamic code loading and
various suspicious actions (Grace, Zhou, Zhang, Zuo, & Jiang,
2012).
Although static analysis incurs less performance overhead,
its effectiveness can largely be limited by techniques such as
code obfuscation, encrypted code and dynamic loading of
code during runtime.
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Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis is the analysis of an application that
is performed by executing a program on a real or virtual
environment to observe its behaviours at runtime. These
behaviours include system calls at runtime, file accesses
and network information which are difficult to analyse solely
with static analysis. A commonly used approach is the
sandbox concept whereby an inspected application is being
executed in an emulator or virtual environment for behaviour
monitoring. For example, the DroidScope project provided
an open source implementation of a customised Android OS.
This implementation is capable of collecting an application’s
behavioural information at different layers of the platform (Lok
& Heng, 2012).
The information collected from these application sandboxes
allows one to understand the behavioural characteristics of an
application and provides insights that may be useful to combat
new and unknown malware.

Machine Learning
Machine learning is a popular technique used in financial and
marketing industries to predict trends and user behaviour
patterns. By analysing a large amount of real world data,

machine learning algorithms are able to correlate patterns and
trends to make predictions or classify observations. Machine
learning-based malware detection allows organisations to
classify an application as being either malicious or benign.
Static or dynamic analysis can be used to collect the data
required for machine learning. The former was used in the
Drebin project which outperformed nine out of ten selected
anti-virus software with a detection rate of more than 93% (Arp,
Spreitzenbarth, Hübner, Gascon, & Rieck, 2014). The results
show that these emerging techniques can be useful tools for
protection against application-based threats.

Proposed Integrated Malware Detection
System
DSTA is continously experimenting and exploring solutions to
enhance cybersecurity. One such solution is the adoption of an
integrated system approach in malware detection (see Figure
4). This integrated system aims to combine and assess the
results from several backend detection engines that leverage
different detection techniques to derive a final assessment of
targeted applications. As no single technique is completely
robust and foolproof, a combination of the mobile malware
detection approaches can be integrated to complement
signature-based detection.

Figure 4. Illustration of proposed Integrated malware detection system
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The positive research findings from the use of emerging
technologies have led to the commercialisation of some
research projects. However, most commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) solutions are only available with cloud-based offerings
which may not be suitable for use in the defence industry
due to security concerns. On the other hand, an on-premise
system requires updates and the timeliness of such updates
needs to be assessed. Other considerations include the
technical feasibility of integrating various COTS systems as
COTS products might not provide interoperable interfaces
for integration. Thus, various assessment need to be done
to evaluate these products before they can be used. Despite
these various considerations, this integrated system shows
potential in detecting new and unknown malware that cannot
be picked up by signature-based detection techniques.

CONCLUSION
This paper has highlighted the various threats faced in mobile
computing and provides a comprehensive framework in
securing the mobile cyber space. Mobility is a critical area of
IT infrastructure that needs to be protected. To stay ahead of
sophisticated cyber threats on mobile devices, the approaches
presented in this article provide a systematic framework to
protect mobile devices against different categories of threats.
Some emerging techniques for malware detection are also
highlighted. With this framework, a more secure mobile
infrastructure can be delivered to MINDEF to further enhance
military enterprise functions and operations.
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ENDNOTES
1

Wi-Fi Protected Access II (WPA2) is a security protocol
for wireless networks that implements the National Institute
of Standards and Technology FIPS 140-2 compliant AES
encryption algorithm and 802.1x-based authentication.

2

Two-factor authentication (also known as 2FA) is a
technology used to prove a user’s identity by requiring the
user to provide a combination of two components. These
components may be something that the user possesses (e.g.
the user’s smartcard), and something that the user knows (e.g.
a PIN).
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DIETARY REQUIREMENTS’ REVIEW
FOR THE SAF
CHAN Yong Jiet Grace

ABSTRACT
To promulgate a culture of healthy eating in the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF), the nutrition standards for military feeding
uses the Recommended Dietary Allowances based on nutrient reference values recommended by the Singapore Health
Promotion Board, the World Health Organisation as well as recommended military nutritional requirements for the Australian
Defence Force and US Army. DSTA, in partnership with the SAF’s Headquarters Supply, Army Medical Services and Army
Fitness Centre, reviewed the SAF dietary requirements as part of continuous efforts to ensure that SAF servicemen are
provided with the appropriate amount of nutrients and calories for differing training requirments and encourage healthier
choices in cookhouse dishes.
Keywords: ration, nutrition, recommended dietary allowance

INTRODUCTION
Effective training is founded on the basis of proper nutrition,
prevention of overtraining and adequate recovery. It is thus
important for active military personnel to meet their energy
intake requirements through a well-designed diet plan. The
current Singapore Armed Forces (SAF) Recommended
Dietary Allowances (RDA) caters for sufficient energy, dietary
carbohydrate and protein sources to support SAF training
and operations. This standard is based largely on the nutrient
reference values recommended by the Singapore Health
Promotion Board (HPB) and the World Health Organisation
(WHO). In addition, it is also within the ranges of recommended
military nutritional requirements for the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) and US Army.
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RECOMMENDED DIETARY
ALLOWANCES
The RDA is a nutrient and energy standards established for the
different categories of servicemen involved in various physical
activities due to their varied training needs (see Table 1). The
RDA is dependent on the estimated daily energy expenditure of
the servicemen based on their training activities as determined
by the Army Fitness Centre and Army Medical Services.
The SAF RDA is applicable to local and overseas training
requirements, having undergone a revision in 2011 by subject
matter experts from DSTA, the SAF’s Headquarters Supply,
Army Medical Services and Army Fitness Centre to align it with
the recommendation of HPB.

Daily Recommended
Based)

Nutrients
Energy (kcal)
Carbohydrate
(g)
Protein (g)
Fat (g)
Cholesterol (mg)
Calcium (mg)
Iron (mg)
Vitamin A (µg)
Vitamin B1 (mg)
Vitamin B2 (mg)
Vitamin C (mg)
Fibre (g)
Salt (mg)

Dietary

Allowance

(Activity

3000

Highly
Active
3500

Very
Active
4000

473

560

645

96
Up to 97

105
Up to 111

Normal

Active

2500
359

94
95
Up to 76
Up to 81
Not more than 300
≥ 800
≥6
≥ 750
≥ 1.18
≥ 1.77
≥ 30
25 to 30
Up to 4600

Highly

Table 1. Daily recommended dietary allowance for the SAF

Table 1. Daily recommended dietary allowance for the SAF

APPROACH TO ESTIMATING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Basis for Categorising Physical Activity Level

In the SAF, the Compendium of Physical Activities (CPA)1 was used to aid in
establishing the corresponding rate of energy expenditure of various military
Daily Energy Requirements
activities based on daily averages.

APPROACH TO ESTIMATING ENERGY
Daily Recommended Dietary Allowance (Activity
REQUIREMENTS
Based)
To ensure that the estimated energy requirements for the respective Physical

Energy requirements is the amount of food energy needed
to maintain body
Basis
for Categorising
Physical Activity
Energy (kcal)
2500
(see Table 2).
composition and a level of necessary and desirable physical
Carbohydrate
359
473
560
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Level
(g)
activity consistent with long-term good health. Table 3 shows
Protein (g)
94
95 Activity
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2.2
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of their(Heavy
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energy
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Nutrients
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Very
ActivityHighly
Levels (PAL)
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Active
Active
Active
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energy
order
SAF PAL
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against that
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ADFexpenditure
and the US in
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3000
3500
4000

In the SAF, the Compendium of Physical Activities (CPA)1 was used to aid in
establishing the corresponding rate of energy expenditure of various military
activities based on daily averages.

To ensure that the estimated energy requirements for the respective Physical
Activity Levels (PAL) closely matches national and international standards, the
SAF PAL was benchmarked against that of HPB, WHO, ADF and the US Army
(see Table 2).

categories. The energy requirements for the SAF in the three categories (i.e.
Normal, Active and Highly Active) are similar to the guidelines set by WHO and
HPB. The energy requirements for the ADF and US
2 Army are higher due to the
larger body build of their servicemen. However the energy requirement per kg of
body weight for the respective PAL categories is comparable among the SAF,
ADF and US Army.

Activity
Classification
Normal

Physical Activity Level
SAF
HPB
WHO
1.47
1.4–1.69
1.4–1.69

ADF
1.6

US Army
1.7

Activity
Energy Requirements2 (kcal/day)
Classification SAF
HPB
WHO
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Normal
2500
2550
2400
2857

Active

1.95

1.8

1.8
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(Sedentary)

(Sedentary)

US Army
3000
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3000
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2900

3333
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3500

3450

3450

3809

3950

Very Highly 4000
Active

N.A.

N.A

Highly Active

2.27
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1.7-1.99

1.7-1.99
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2.0 – 2.4
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N.A
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2.0 – 2.4
(Vigorous)

N.A

(Sedentary)
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Active)

2.0

(Very Active)

2.4
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Active)
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Activity)

2.5
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Table 3. Comparison of energy requirements
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Activity)
(Heavy Activity)

4600

(Exceptional
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3. Comparison of
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Table 2. Comparison of PAL
2

The dietary requirement review takes reference from national and international
standards to ensure that the macronutrient provision is consistent with these
guidelines (see Table 4).
Nutrients

Protein

Macronutrient Provision (g/kg body weight/day)
SAF
HPB
WHO
ADF
US Army
5.6-10.1
5.5
5-7
4.8-9.2
5.2-8.0
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1.4- 1.7
1.05
0.8
1.35-2.4
0.8-1.5

Fat

1.1-1.7

Carbohydrate

1.1

N.A

N.A

1.3
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and sustaining one’s immune function during periods of high
volume training (American Dietetic Association et al., 2009).
The SAF’s protein provision was found to be higher than HPB
Daily Energy Requirements
and WHO guidelines and within the range of the ADF and US
The dietary requirement review takes reference from national
standards
Table 4).energy
Energy requirements is the amount of foodArmy
energy
needed(see
to balance
and international standards
to ensure
that the
macronutrient
expenditure
in order
to maintain
body composition and a level of necessary and
desirable
physical activity
consistent
provision is consistent with
these guidelines
(see Table
4). with long-term good health. Table 3 shows

Fat
an individual’s energy requirements (kcal/day)
for the respective PAL
categories. The energy requirements for the SAF in the three categories (i.e.
Normal, Active and Highly Active) are similar to the guidelines set by WHO and
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andare
USaArmy
are higher
due todiet
thethat adds taste to food and
larger body build of their servicemen. However
the energy
requirement
kg of fat intake is associated
satisfies
hunger.
However, per
excessive
Carbohydrate is a criticalbody
macronutrient
the body
weight forthat
the allows
respective
PAL to
categories
comparable
the obesity,
SAF,
with is
many
diseases,among
including
heart disease, diabetes
and US
Army. physical activities
perform intermittent and ADF
relatively
high-level

and many forms of cancer (Kreider et al., 2010). To promote a
(Kreider et al., 2010). The carbohydrate requirements for
healthy eating lifestyle, the fat intake in the SAF was capped
soldiers involved in active
operations or Energy
trainingRequirements
were found 2 (kcal/day)
Activity
within the lower limit of the recommendation from HPB at
Classification
ADF
US Army
to be within the national and
international SAF
standardsHPB
(see Table WHO
1.1 to 1.7g/kg
body weight/day (see Table 4).
Normal
2500
2550
2400between
2857
3000
4). The SAF’s daily carbohydrate provisions in cookhouses
are (Sedentary) (Sedentary)
(Light)
(Light Activity)
thus more than adequateActive
to meet the daily3000
requirements
2950 of the 2900
3333
3250
ENHANCING
THE SAF’S DINING
(Moderate)
(Active)
(Moderately
(Moderate
SAF’s active military personnel.
Active)
Activity)

Protein

Highly Active

EXPERIENCE
3809
3950

3500

3450

3450

(Vigorous)

(Very Active)

(Heavy Activity)

Very Highly 4000
Active

N.A.

N.A

4523

4600

(Heavy)

In addition
to overseeing
SAF dietary requirements, DSTA
(Extremely
(Exceptional
Active)closely with
Heavy
Activity)
also
works
the
SAF’s Headquarters Supply, the
Daily protein intake is required to offsetTable
the 3.oxidation
of of energy requirements
Comparison
Republic of Singapore Navy, the Republic of Singapore Air
protein/amino acids during exercise and for muscle accretion
GUIDELINES ON MACRONUTRIENT DISTRIBUTION
Force and contractors to continuously improve meal provision
(Kreider et al., 2010). Research has suggested the intake of
in the from
SAF national
and introduce
various innovative solutions over the
protein before and following
training is beneficial
for reference
The exercise
dietary requirement
review takes
and international
standards
to
ensure
that
the
macronutrient
provision
is
consistent
with
these
years
(see
Figure
1).
increasing muscle mass, promoting post-exercise recovery
guidelines (see Table 4).
Nutrients
Carbohydrate

Macronutrient Provision (g/kg body weight/day)
SAF
HPB
WHO
ADF
US Army
5.6-10.1
5.5
5-7
4.8-9.2
5.2-8.0

Protein

1.4- 1.7

1.05

0.8

1.35-2.4

0.8-1.5

Fat

1.1-1.7

1.1

N.A

N.A

1.3

Table 4. Comparison of macronutrients requirements

Carbohydrate
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SAF Food Supply
Carbohydrate is a critical macronutrient
thatMilestones
allows the body to perform
1967 Cookhouses
were
operatedphysical
entirely activities
by the SAF’s
military
chefs.
This
intermittent
and relatively
high-level
(Kreider
et al.,
2010).
The
working
model was,for
however,
sustainable
dueoperations
to limited or training
carbohydrate
requirements
soldiersnot
involved
in active
manpower
resources.
were found
to be within
the national and international standards (see Table 4).
1988 A chilled-cooked food system was implemented throughout the SAF.
1995 Retort pouches replaced the heavy and bulky canned food as field
3
rations with the use of the retort process.
1997 Commercialisation of SAF cookhouses.
2002 Electronic cookhouse technology introduced to enhance cookhouse
management.
2003 Nutritional analysis introduced to promote healthy diet.
2006 Field ration was enhanced with the introduction of commercial-off-the–
shelf field ration accessory packs to provide variety.
2008 Environmentally friendly and compartmentalised out-ration meal
boxes were introduced.
2009 The weekend meal was created for personnel on weekend duty.
2010 Introduction of carbohydrate-loading meals for the annual Army Half
Marathon.
2013 Introduction of one-meal field ration pack as an option in addition to
the 24-hour field ration packs.
2015 Choice@Breakfast was introduced in cookhouses to encourage
breakfast consumption.
Figure 1. SAF food supply milestones (Wong, 2011)

Figure 1. SAF food supply milestones (Wong, 2011)
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Healthier Choices In Cookhouse Meals
DSTA worked closely with cookhouse contractors to prepare
meals using healthy ingredients such as those endorsed by
HPB with the Healthier Choice symbol3 (HCS). Wholegrain
foods such as brown rice, wholemeal bread and oats with
health benefits were incorporated in cookhouse menus. More
choices of dairy and soy items, such as yoghurt, low fat milk
and soy products, were introduced as alternatives to replenish
protein and calcium intake for SAF servicemen.

Healthier Cooking Methods
DSTA advocated the use of less oil, fat, salt and sugar during
meal preparation. DSTA worked with cookhouse contractors to
develop innovative cooking methods through the use of natural
herbs and spices to enhance the taste of prepared meals.
Contractors also incorporated healthier cooking methods

such as baking, grilling, steaming, braising and stir-frying. In
addition, deliberate effort was put in menu planning to reduce
the frequency of deep-frying to control the fat contents of SAF
meals. Figure 2 illustrates a range of menu choices that utilised
healthier cooking methods.

Choice@Breakfast
Studies have shown that breakfast is the most important
meal of the day, as it is the first meal after an overnight fast
(Cho, Dietrich, Brown, Clark, & Block, 2003; Nicklas, O’Neil, &
Myers, 2004). This is coupled with the fact that many training
activities tend to be conducted in the morning. The initiative
of introducing two choices of menu during breakfast was
thus implemented by DSTA to encourage the consumption of
adequate protein to meet servicemen’s energy requirements.
Figure 3 illustrates the breakfast menu choices under this
initiative.

Figure 2. Menu choices using healthier cooking methods

Figure 3. Breakfast menu options under the Choice@ Breakfast initiative
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Special Menu for Festive Season and Public
Holidays
DSTA also worked with contractors to create new dishes for
festive seasons such as Chinese New Year, Christmas, Hari
Raya Puasa and Deepavali. Figure 4 illustrates samples of
menus served during festive seasons.

Enhancements to SAF Field Ration
The SAF field ration has evolved over the years since its
inception in 1975. Before 1995, the first generation of field
rations comprised canned foods of limited variety, with hard
tack biscuits being the only source of carbohydrates. In 1995,
the introduction of the retort4 process enabled rice, pasta,
noodles and potatoes to replace biscuits as the main sources of
carbohydrates. The current 24-hour field ration provides a daily
calorie value of at least 3350 kcal per pack and is designed to
provide a wholesome meal to meet the dietary requirements of
servicemen in the field (see Figure 5). To ensure robust feeding
support for servicemen during field training, one-meal field
ration – which provides a caloric value of 1000 kcal per meal –
was implemented to cater for more flexibility in meal provision
and reduce food wastage.

SG50 Celebration Menu
Western Menu

Pilaf Rice
Chicken Sausage with Mushroom Sauce
Deep Fried Fish with Paprika
Buttered Broccoli
Cream of Mushroom Soup
SG 50 Celebration Cake

CONCLUSION
The SAF’s dietary requirements were reviewed by DSTA in
accordance with national and international guidelines to meet
the nutritional needs of SAF servicemen. DSTA worked with the
relevant stakeholders to introduce innovative solutions in the
SAF diet to meet the evolving changes in training programmes,
increased demands in energy requirements and changing
tastes of the new generation servicemen.
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Chinese New Year
2015
Festive Menu

Plain Rice

金碧辉煌
Braised Duck with Six Treasure

金碧辉煌
Braised Duck with Six Treasure
年年有余
Cereal Fish

吉祥如意
Orange Compote

Selemat Hari Raya Puasa

锦上添花
Stir-Fried Mixed Vegetables with Chinese Sausage
甜甜蜜蜜
Red Bean with Three Treasure Dessert

Figure 4. Examples of special menu for festive season (Reprinted with permission from SFI Manufacturing Pte Ltd)
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Figure 5. 24-hour field ration (Sajeed, 2010)
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ENDNOTES
1

Compendium of Physical Activities (2000) contains a list
of physical activities based on specific activity types and
intensity in metabolic equivalent, with their respective coding
schemes. The CPA was published in the American College of
Sports Medicine as well as Medicine and Science in Sports and
Exercise.

2

Figure from SAF and HPB based on male subject with an
average weight of 63.5 kg and age between 18 and 30 years.
Figure from WHO based on male subject with an average
weight of 65 kg and age between 19 and 29.9 years. Figure
from the ADF based on male subject with an average weight
of 78 kg and age between 19 and 30 years. Figure from the US
Army based on male subject with an average weight of 79 kg
and age between 19 years and above.

3

HCS serves as an easy-to-understand indicator of the
product’s healthiness. Products carrying HCS are considered
as “healthier options” e.g. lower in total fat, saturated fat,
sodium and sugar; higher in dietary fibre and calcium compared
to similar products within the same food category. The symbol
is administered by the Health Promotion Board (a statutory
board under the Ministry of Health, Singapore Government),
and a part of the Nutrition Labelling Programme in Singapore.

4

The retorting process involves the application of high heat
and pressure to produce sterilised, shelf-stable food products.
The retorting process involves the application of high heat and
pressure to produce sterilised, shelf-stable food products.
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE
THROUGH INNOVATION:
MISSILE CORVETTES UPGRADE
STORY
CHUNG Kam Sam, WIBAWA Martin Sulaiman

ABSTRACT
The Republic of Singapore Navy’s squadron of Missile Corvettes (MCV) was commissioned in the 1990s, and successfully
upgraded from 2009 to 2013. This upgrade went beyond extending the operational lifespan of the MCVs and included an
expansion of their capabilities through the application of innovative solutions. First, smart platform integration was employed
to overcome the constraints imposed by the MCVs’ limited deck space. As a result, maritime surveillance capabilities were
introduced to the MCVs through the incorporation of an unmanned aerial vehicle. Second, innovative systems integration
allowed the features of the MCVs’ new sensors suite to be delivered fully. Third, new processes were established to manage
work productivity and successful retention of the MCVs’ still operationally capable hull. The performance of the upgraded
MCVs has been verified, with the vessels having been deployed extensively in operational and search and rescue tasking,
as well as in live-firings and exercises with foreign navies.
Keywords: innovation, upgrade, capability, systems integration, platform integration

INTRODUCTION
The Republic of Singapore Navy’s (RSN) Missile Corvettes
(MCV) were commissioned in 1990s and have served as
the principal strike craft of the Second Generation RSN. As
operational requirements evolved over the years, the MCVs’
networking capabilities needed to be upgraded in order to
remain relevant with the Singapore Armed Forces’ (SAF)
transformation into a Third Generation fighting force.

The MCV upgrade programme preserves the MCVs’
operationally capable hull built in the 1990s, while undertaking
the deliberate and thorough enhancement of their onboard
combat systems to equip them with state-of-the-art capabilities
(see Figure 1). The introduction of advanced surveillance,
communication, as well as command and control (C2) systems
has enabled the MCVs to be incorporated into the SAF-wide
integrated knowledge-based C2 capabilities.

Figure 1. The pre-upgrade MCV (left) and upgraded MCV (right) sailing together. The hull and major structures remain largely unchanged, while
the most observable difference is the taller and straight mast configuration where new sensors are located
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SMART PLATFORM INTEGRATION

Enabling Efficient UAV Launch Operations

Space was a major issue for the Project Management Team
(PMT) as it had to contend with the limited deck space of the
62m-long MCV. It was through smart platform integration that
the PMT was able to optimise the use of the vessel’s existing
hull and equip it with an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

To provide the MCV with a full spectrum of UAV capabilities,
the PMT conceptualised innovative means to install the launch
and recovery systems of the ScanEagle UAV. For the launch
system, the key challenge was to enable the ship crew to
conduct a wide range of deck activities while still ensuring
that the UAV could be launched safely at sea. This was an
important consideration as the MCV’s aft deck area supports
a wide range of operations that include missile firing as well
as the launch and recovery of sea boat and mooring
operations. Installing the UAV launcher in its standard
configuration would use up all the available deck space and
prevent the undertaking of other deck operations. As such, the
PMT proposed to mount a modified ScanEagle UAV launcher
onto a customised turntable (see Figure 2). The turntable
can be stowed to allow existing deck operations to continue
unimpeded. It also enables optimal UAV launch envelope to
be achieved through the controlled rotation of the launcher.
The turntable performs its rotation while remaining secured
on the ship’s deck, thereby ensuring that UAV operations can
be conducted on board the MCV safely under high sea state
conditions. The customised UAV launch system has reduced
the overall launch preparation time by 90%. In addition, it can
be operated by a single crew member, thus reducing manpower
requirement by 66%.

Overcoming Limited Deck Space to Deliver
Full UAV Capabilities
The ScanEagle UAV system is a commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) system used by overseas navies. It is typically deployed
on the wide flight deck of large ships such as frigates so that
its range of capabilities can be utilised fully at sea without
interfering with other operations. In its standard configuration,
there is insufficient space to launch and recover the ScanEagle
UAV for use on smaller ships such as the MCV. Hence, the
capabilities made available to such ships are limited to control
and imagery, while launch and recovery can only be done either
from land or from larger ships. This arrangement would greatly
reduce the UAV’s operational utility should it be incorporated
into the MCV missions.

the launcher. The turntable performs its rotation while remaining secu
ship’s deck, thereby ensuring that UAV operations can be conducte
the MCV safely under high sea state conditions. The customised U
system has reduced the overall launch preparation time by 90%. In
can be operated by a single crew member, thus reducing
requirement by 66%.

Figure 2. (a) The launcher in its original configuration and the UAV turntable conc
Figure 2. (a) The launcher in its original configuration and the UAV turntable concept
modified
launcher
turntable on board the MCV
(b) The modified UAV
UAV launcher
mounted onmounted
the turntable on on
boardthe
the MCV

Enabling Safe UAV Recovery Operations
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reduced the overall launch preparation time by 90%. In addition, it
perated by a single crew member, thus reducing manpower
t by 66%.
Enabling Safe UAV Recovery Operations

upgrade programme was to ensure that the MCVs would be
able to interoperate closely with other assets to achieve higher
operational synergy. To that end, the PMT carried out the
The ScanEagle UAV is recovered in flight using a skyhook
Figure 2. (a) The launcherintegration
in its original
configuration and the UAV turntable conc
of advanced sensors and C2 systems on board the
arrestor. The skyhook system – which in its original design
modified
UAV
launcher
mounted
on the turntable on board the MCV
MCVs.
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(a) The UAV recovery system in its original form, with its outriggers and wheels
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board
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on board
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mediate the MCV’s electromagnetic environment and facilitate the incorporation
of advanced sensors into a straight and taller mast (see Figure 4). The new
MAKING A DIFFERENCE THROUGH INNOVATION: MISSILE CORVETTES UPGRADE STORY
sensor suite allows the upgraded
MCV to sense targets at farther distances.

Figure 4. The pre-upgrade MCV with its slanted mast (left) as compared to the upgraded MCV
Figure 4. The pre-upgrade MCV with its slanted
mast
(left) as compared
to the upgraded MCV with its straight mast (right)
with its
straight
mast (right)
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PROCESS INNOVATIONS
The PMT also displayed innovation in managing work
productivity and optimising the capabilities of the MCVs amid
a tight schedule.

Improving Productivity Using Key
Performance Indicators
The upgrade of the operational MCVs meant that time was of
the essence as the traditional approach of sequential platform
upgrade would incur an unacceptably long operational
downtime. To minimise this issue, the MCV upgrade programme
was planned on an overlapping schedule which required careful
allocation of resources through monitoring of Key Performance
Indicators as there were instances where multiple ships were
undergoing upgrades. The upgrade was eventually completed
three months ahead of schedule.

Optimising the Capabilities of the Platform
Using Technical Budgets to Manage
Platform Impacts
The cornerstone of the MCV upgrade was the retention of
the operational capabilities of the existing vessel. However,
this also meant that the upgrade had to be done within the
constraints imposed by the existing hull. To ensure the
successful integration of new combat systems into the hull,
the PMT established a process of assigning technical budgets
such as space, weight, electrical power and cooling capacity
for each system. These budgets were managed closely and
reviewed by the PMT at each major milestone, hence allowing
it to manage the platform budgets effectively.

Fully Realising the Available Technical
Budgets from Existing Hull
Older systems on board the MCVs had to be removed so as to
create the capacity for new systems to be incorporated into the
vessels. To ensure the timely and correct removal of the older
systems, the PMT developed a Removal Control Document
(RCD) to help identify, document, verify and remove the older
systems from the ship. The RCD records all system information
at a component and sub-component level, including the action
to be taken (i.e. remove, retain or relocate). This provided good
visibility of the overall system architecture and traceability of
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the actions taken, resulting in the comprehensive and efficient
removal of the older systems on board the MCVs. This process
has subsequently been adopted in other naval upgrade
programmes managed by DSTA.

Ensuring the Performance of the Upgraded
MCV
The removal of older systems and the installation of new
systems, especially on the MCV’s main deck and the mast,
resulted in changes in the vessel’s weight and centre of gravity.
The PMT closely tracked these changes and validated the data
via inclination experiments that allowed the confirmation of the
design weight and centre of gravity.
The structural strength of the MCV was also another aspect that
was affected by the changes in weight and its distribution. The
introduction of new and heavier systems such as the skyhook
meant that greater stress was placed on the existing structures.
The PMT thus carried out global and local strengthening of
selective structural members to ensure that the vessel could
accommodate its new enhancements without compromising
safety.
Additionally, the PMT managed the weight distribution of the
new systems carefully to minimise the impact of the increased
weight on ship speed by keeping the location of the MCV’s
longitudinal centre of gravity (LCG) as consistent as possible.
The final weight and the LCG achieved were within 1% of the
designed value. To quantify any potential impact, speed trials
were carried out before and after the upgrade. The results
showed that there was no appreciable change in the ship
speed after the upgrade.
To ensure that the upgraded MCV would continue to perform
well at sea, model testing was carried out by the PMT to
examine the ship’s sea-keeping behaviour. The data gathered
was then translated into load conditions and operating limits
within which the ship crew could safely and fully exploit the
ship’s abilities. The data also led to the conclusion that the
ScanEagle UAV system could be operated in the required
sea state so long as the ship is moving within a certain speed
boundary. This helped the ship’s operators to understand the
operational limits and include these considerations into their
operating procedures (see Figure 6).

MAKING A DIFFERENCE THROUGH INNOVATION: MISSILE CORVETTES UPGRADE STORY

Figure 6. Sea-keeping data used to determine ship operational limit for UAV recovery

CONCLUSION
The MCV upgrade programme provided a unique opportunity
for the PMT to innovate and deliver a wider range of capabilities
that have enhanced the operational effectiveness of the
MCVs. The innovations not only impacted individual system
performance, but also enhanced the performance of the
vessels’ integrated systems that enable the ship to see farther
and facilitate faster decision making. Since 2013, the upgraded
MCVs have contributed to national and international security
through operational and search and rescue tasking, as well as
its active participation in live-firings and exercises with foreign
navies.
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An Assessment of Land
Vehicles’ Trafficability
WONG Yuan Chien David, LIM Hong How Sebastian, CHAN Wei Qiang Wilson

ABSTRACT
The wide spectrum of vehicles in use by armed forces around the world today can be categorised into two broad
categories – wheeled and tracked platforms. Wheeled platforms are generally lighter than their tracked counterparts and
are capable of significantly higher on-road speeds that provide better strategic mobility. Although they possess reduced
mobility on rough terrains, wheeled platforms’ lower acquisition, maintenance and operating costs as well as greater
reliability in terms of serviceability make them an attractive option for armed forces. On the other hand, tracked platforms
generally offer better soft ground mobility and higher payload capacity for enhanced protection and firepower. However, with
today’s operations increasingly being executed over less stringent terrains due to rapid urbanisation, soft ground mobility
considerations are becoming less critical.
This article quantifies the mobility performance of wheeled and tracked platforms over different operational terrains through
the use of terramechanics analysis to better understand the suitability of different platforms for specific combat mission
profiles. It also explores possible technologies that would improve soft ground mobility of wheeled armoured vehicles and
enhance the ability of armed forces to deploy these platforms across wider mission and terrain profiles.
Keywords: Infantry Fighting Vehicle, terramechanics, mobility

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, armies looking to increase their combat
effectiveness would turn to tracked fighting vehicles as
the main weapon-of-choice as they offer better all-terrain
mobility, protection and firepower. To possess an equivalent
level of combat capability, the mobility of wheeled fighting
vehicles would have to be reduced drastically due to the
additional weight introduced by armour and weapons systems.
Employment of wheeled fighting vehicles in the past have thus
been confined to more supportive roles such as providing troop
transportation, combat service and combat service support.
However, there has been a trend in recent years that calls for
the development of expeditionary forces that can be deployed
rapidly to deal with regional and international conflicts as well
as undertake peace support missions. Armies have thus turned
to lighter and more deployable wheeled fighting vehicles with
improved protection and firepower. The successful employment
of wheeled fighting vehicles in such missions has further fuelled
the growing popularity and fielding of wheeled fighting vehicles
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to undertake diverse combat roles. As a result, the debate on
which is the better land asset – a wheeled fighting vehicle or a
tracked fighting vehicle – has resurfaced.

BACKGROUND
Wheeled platforms are able to travel at higher speeds on roads,
consume less fuel and cover longer distances by road before
they require refuelling. This is due to the lower rolling resistance
and reduced frictional losses inherent in wheeled platforms’
suspensions and running gear as compared to tracked
systems. In addition, wheeled platforms provide a lower noise
signature while moving. They also generally do not suffer from
excessive vibrations generated by tracks that would affect the
operation and reliability of their components and result in crew
fatigue. Furthermore, the lower operating costs and better
maintainability associated with wheeled platforms reduce its
overall life cycle cost.

However, wheeled platforms do have their disadvantages as
compared to tracked platforms. In terms of mobility, tracked
platforms are a better alternative and are more versatile to
operate across diverse terrains, including extremely difficult
and soft ground. This is because tracks inherently offer a
greater surface contact area than wheels that results in a lower
ground pressure. This allows tracked platforms to incorporate
other components such as weapon systems and protective
armour while maintaining soft ground mobility. Refer to Figure
1 for examples of tracked platforms.

of wheeled platforms. This is made possible by trading off soft
ground mobility with increased operational capability in less
stringent terrains. It is important to note that there is no single
criterion which can be applied that will answer the wheeledversus-tracked debate for all situations and missions. In fact,
the underlying premise in resolving this debate is deeply rooted
in the complex variables that encompass combat mission,
terrain profile and specific vehicular characteristics.

Interestingly, wheeled platforms are increasingly being
equipped with levels of protection and firepower comparable
to that of a tracked platform. Refer to Figure 2 for examples

With that in mind, this article aims to quantify the mobility
performance of wheeled and tracked platforms across
a variety of operational terrains through terramechanics
analysis and calculation. Understanding the relative mobility
performance of wheeled and tracked platforms over different

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) BMP3 fitted with 30mm cannon, 7.62mm all round and 35mm frontal protection. (© Vovan / File:2008 Moscow May Parade
Rehearsal - BMP-3.JPG / Creative Commons / Attribution 3.0 Unported) (b) MLI-84 fitted with 25mm cannon and protection against 12.7mm
heavy calibre machine gun. (© Nicubunu / File:MLI-84 IFV on parade.jpg / Creative Commons / Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic)

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) LAV III fitted with a M242 25mm chain gun with TIS and basic STANAG 4569 level III and potential upgrade in protection against
14.5mm rounds with a strengthened bottom for improved protection against landmines and improvised explosive device’s blasts. (©Allied
Joint Force Command Brunssum / File:Exercise TRIDENT JUNCTURE (21806776594).jpg / Creative Commons / Attribution-Share Alike 2.0
Generic) (b) BTR-4 fitted with a 30mm cannon with protection against 7.62mm ball rounds and artillery shell splinters. It is able to withstand 6kg
of anti-tank mine blasts. (© Nickispeaki / File:Українські_KRAZ_Cougar_IMG_7633_01.JPG / Creative Commons / Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
International)
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terrains would enable more informed decisions to be made
with regard to the suitability of different platforms for specific
combat mission profiles. The analysis will focus on comparing
wheeled and tracked armoured fighting vehicles, due to the
growing popularity of wheeled fighting vehicles that has ignited
the wheeled-versus-tracked debate. This article also explores
possible technologies that would improve the mobility of
wheeled armoured vehicles and allow them to be deployed
across wider mission and terrain profiles.

ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGIES
A platform’s gross vehicle weight and its footprint are critical in
determining the resultant ground pressure that it exerts on the
ground. There are several methods available for evaluating offroad vehicle mobility performance. The two commonly used
methods are the Waterways Experiment Station (WES) Vehicle
Cone Index (VCI) model developed by the US Army Corps of
Engineers and the Mean Maximum Pressure (MMP) concept
proposed by Roland (1972). The MMP was subsequently
supplemented with a new concept – Limiting Cone Index (CIL)
– introduced by Maclaurin (1997).

Waterways Experiment Station Vehicle
Cone Index
In the WES VCI model, an empirical equation is established to
first calculate the Mobility Index (MI) of a vehicle based on its
specific design characteristics. The MI for tracked and wheeled
vehicles are calculated using several factors such as contact
pressure, weight, track/tyre. The formulas used to calculate
the MI for wheeled and tracked platforms are defined in the
Appendix.

The VCI represents the minimum strength that the soil needs to
possess on its critical layer for the vehicle to successfully make
a specific number of passes, usually expressed as single pass
or 50 passes. The higher the VCI, or ground pressure, the less
mobile the platform becomes. In developing and validating the
models, vehicles were tested over a range of terrains, primarily
on fine and coarse-grained soils. The values of VCI for single
and 50 passes can be derived from the MI values based on the
empirical equations developed by Rula and Nuttall (1971). The
VCI for tracked platforms can be calculated using the equation:

The VCI for wheeled platforms is calculated using the equation:

An empirical system using the Rating Cone Index (RCI) was
developed by the WES for the measurement of soil strength to
assess a platform’s trafficability over a terrain. RCI is used to
represent the strength of the terrain under repeated vehicular
traffic and is defined as the product of the Cone Index (CI) and
Remoulding Index (RI). CI is the force per unit cone base area
and is used to determine the strength of the soil. It is measured
by using a cone penetrometer and RI is a factor that is used to
adjust the CI to cater for multiple passes of the vehicle on soil.

Figure 3. Cone Penetrometer (© HPsy / File:Penetrometer.jpg / https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Penetrometer.jpg / Public Domain)
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The cone penetrometer typically comprises a cone of varied
degree, steel shaft, proving ring, micrometre dial and handle
(see Figure 3). When the cone is forced into the ground, the
proving ring is deformed proportionally to the amount of force
applied which is indicated on the dial inside the ring. If RCI is
greater than VCI, the vehicle will pass; otherwise the vehicle
will likely be bogged down.

Mean Maximum Pressure and Limiting
Cone Index
MMP is commonly used by the British Army Engineers Corps
for the evaluation of vehicle mobility on coherent (clay) soil. A
lower value of MMP indicates less sinkage, which means that
there is better soil trafficability, movement speed and vehicle
mobility. However, MMP alone does not provide quantitative
information of a platform’s mobility over specific terrain types.
This can be supplemented by information provided by the CIL.
The correlation of the MMP and CIL can be used to determine
if the terrain is passable to a particular vehicle. The MMP for
tracked vehicles can be calculated using the equation:

d = Tyre diameter, non-loaded wheel (m)
h = Tyre height (top of tread to rim)
δ = Tyre deflection due to load
The typical allowable range of MMP for articulated steering
on fine grain soils and tropical wet soils is usually between
150kN/m2 to 300kN/m2 and 90kN/m2 to 240kN/m2 respectively

(Larmine, 1988). In the event that the platform is required to
perform skid steering on fine grain soils and tropical wet soils,
this range would be more stringent – MMP values are supposed
to be within the region of 120kN/m2 to 240kN/m2 and 72kN/m2
to 192kN/m2 respectively (Larmine, 1988).
An approximation of the correlation between VCI and MMP,
which aids in the assessment of trafficability over terrains of
specific CI/RCI, is as follows:
			
			

VCI1 = 0.096 MMP
VCI50 = 0.27 MMP

CIL is the of the weakest soil across which a vehicle can make
a single pass. CIL can be calculated using the equation:
Where

WT = Vehicle weight (kN)
n = Number of wheels on one track
b = Track width (m)
d = Diameter of wheel (m)
p = Track pitch (m)

The MMP for wheeled vehicles is calculated using the equation:

Where

Ww = vehicle weight, kN
n = number of axles, number of road wheels per side
b = (inflated, unloaded) tyre width, track width, m
d = (inflated, unloaded) tyre diameter, m
δ = tyre deflection when loaded, m

Where

WT = Vehicle weight (kN)

p = track plate length, m

k = Axle factor

e = track link area ratio

m = Number of axles

The results can be cross-referenced against MMP values to
determine if the vehicle is passable on the particular terrain.

b = Tyre breadth, non-loaded wheel (m)
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Comparison of Methodologies
Both the WES VCI and MMP/CIL methods aim to determine a
vehicle’s ability to manoeuvre across various types of terrain.
The parameters employed by these two methods show that a
platform’s surface area of contact with the ground plays a very
critical role in its trafficability. The larger surface area of contact
afforded by a track thus explains why the tracked platform
would have better trafficability than a wheeled platform of
equivalent or less weight. The WES VCI methodology provides
better resolution for the number of passes that a particular
platform can make across a specific terrain compared to the
MMP/CIL method. The WES VCI methodology would thus be
more useful when conducting detailed trafficability analysis to
determine if a particular platform can be employed for a specific
area of operation based on a specific mission profile. It also
allows for the exploration of alternative scheme of manoeuvres
by spreading out forces to reduce the number of passes that

WV = Wheeled Veh
TV=Tracked Veh
WV1
WV2
WV3
TV1
TV2
TV3

needs to be made across the same area. MMP/CIL, on the
other hand, provides a simpler comparison and can be used as
a first-cut comparison between different platforms.

TRAFFICABILITY COMPARISON
BETWEEN SELECTED WHEELED AND
TRACKED VEHICLES
Using the above empirical methods, the MI and MMP of
selected wheeled and tracked vehicles can be obtained. Their
corresponding VCI values are shown in Table 1 for comparison.
From the results, it can be concluded that the VCI of wheeled
vehicles is approximately 20% to 30% higher than that of
tracked vehicles of equivalent weight.
Figure 4 shows the trafficability on low to high moisture sand
and clay. It includes the average VCI ranges calculated in
Table 1 for tracked and wheeled vehicles.

Weight of
Corresponding
MI
System
(kg)
VCI1
VCI50
Wheeled Vehicles
24,000
100
31
70
25,000
108
33
75
26,000
119
35
78
Tracked Vehicles
26,000
66
24
55
28,000
77
26
60
29,000
89
29
66

Table 1. Comparison of wheeled and tracked vehicles

MMP
(kPa)
246
260
266
148
165
211

Table 1. Comparison of wheeled and tracked vehicles
Figure 4 shows the trafficability on low to high moisture sand and clay. It
includes the average VCI ranges calculated in Table 1 for tracked and wheeled
vehicles.

Figure 4. Trafficability of dry, moist, coarse and fine grained sand
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From Figure 4, it can be seen that if there is a reduction in the required number
of passes for wheeled vehicles of approximately 30%, the probability of
Sand
be comparable to the
Clay of the wheeled vehicle will
Slit traversing the particular terrain
tracked vehicle, except for the softer grounds. This information should be taken
into consideration
with
the moist,
doctrine
and
requirements
in
Figure 4.together
Trafficability
of dry,
coarse
andoperation
fine grained
sand
deciding the most suitable type of platform. If the number of passes required
can be first determined, it is possible to derive the additional payload that a
wheeled vehicle can take. This additional payload can be translated into
|
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From Figure 4, it can be seen that if there is a reduction in
the required number of passes for wheeled vehicles of
approximately 30%, the probability of traversing the particular
terrain of the wheeled vehicle will be comparable to the
tracked vehicle, except for softer grounds. This information
should be taken into consideration together with the doctrine
and operation requirements in deciding the most suitable
type of platform. If the number of passes required can be first
determined, it is possible to derive the additional payload that
a wheeled vehicle can take. This additional payload can be
translated into improved firepower or protection.

Assuming that the TROW system is employed onto an eightwheel drive with four sets of band tracks, the ground surface
area of contact of the platform will likely increase by an
estimated 120% to 150%. This will reduce the VCI values by
approximately 10% which translates to an additional increase
of about three to five passes as compared to the initial
assessment.

In addition, there are off-the-shelf products and systems in
the market that aim to reduce the ground pressure of vehicles
which in turn can be used to increase the number of passes
made.

POSSIBLE MOBILITY
ENHANCEMENTS FOR WHEELED IFVS

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Surface area of contact (a) without the TROW system
and (b) with the TROW system

Central Tyre Inflation System

Track Over Wheel Systems

This is the most common system used in not only commercial
In the construction industry, it is common to improve the
vehicles, but also military platforms. The Central Tyre Inflation
traction and mobility of wheeled heavy equipment by
System (CTIS) controls the amount of air pressure in each
introducing a track that wraps round the wheels. This Track
individual tire of a wheeled vehicle from within the driver’s
Central Tyre Inflation System
Over Wheel (TROW) system increases the surface area of
cabin as a means to improve its trafficability. Lowering the air
contact between the equipment
the ground
as system
well as used
the in not
This is and
the most
common
only commercial vehicles, but also
pressure
in the tyre directly increases the surface area of contact
military
platforms.
The
Central
Tyre
Inflation
System
(CTIS) controls the amount
amount of traction it has (see Figure 5). It is important to note
the ground
hence
of air pressure in each individual tire ofbetween
a wheeled
vehicle and
fromtyre,
within
the making manoeuvring on
that the overall system weight
could
potentially
be about
10% its trafficability.
driver’s
cabin
as a means
to improve
the air
pressure
terrain with Lowering
low CI much
easier
(see Figure 7). In addition, the
in the
increases
surface area of contact between the ground
lower than tracked vehicles,
and tyre
this directly
reduction
in weightthe
could
arealow
of contact
and tyre, hence making manoeuvring on surface
terrain with
CI muchexperiences
easier (see an increase between 5%
be channelled to incorporate
systems,
Figure weapon
7). In addition,
theprotective
surface area and
of contact
20%. experiences an increase
features or payload capacity.
However,
such
a system has yet
between
5% and
20%.
to be demonstrated in military vehicles due to complexities in
Table 2 provides a summary of the two systems that are
installation and steering.
designed to improve the mobility of wheeled vehicles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Inflated tyre (b) Deflated tyre

(a)

(b)

2 provides
designed
to improve
FigureTable
5. TROW
system a summary of the two systems that are
Figure
7. (a) Inflated
tyre (b) Deflated tyre
the mobility of wheeled vehicles.
Systems
TROW system
CTIS

Advantages
Works almost like a track
system
Around 10% reduction in
MMP/VCI

Disadvantages
Integration issues
May not be as significant as
other methods

Table 2: Summary of systems to improve wheel vehicles’ mobility

Table 2: Summary of systems to improve wheel vehicles’ mobility
CONCLUSION

Wheeled and tracked vehicles each have their advantages which can be further
enhanced to meet the different operational requirements. Tracked armoured
vehicles generally have better soft ground mobility and are optimal for tactical
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CONCLUSION

MI for Wheeled Platforms

Wheeled and tracked vehicles each have their advantages
which can be further enhanced to meet different operational
requirements. Tracked armoured vehicles generally have better
soft ground mobility and are optimal for tactical and high
mobility roles. They are also best suited for missions requiring
unrestricted terrain movement, continuous all-weather
operations as well as smaller silhouettes and dimensional
envelopes. However, with the increasing urbanisation of the
battlefield, wheeled armoured vehicles are finding wider and
more front-line combat applications. This has been achieved
through advancements in protection technologies and remote
control weapon stations that increase a wheeled vehicle’s
lethality and survivability with lower weight penalty. Coupled
with mobility enhancement technologies such as CTIS and
TROW, which can increase the surface area of contact and
possibly generate greater traction based on the tyre footprint,
wheeled armoured vehicles could play a larger role in delivering
enhanced combat capabilities to frontline troops.

APPENDIX
MI For Tracked Platforms
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DEVELOPMENT OF CAPABILITY
TO ASSESS EXPLOSION EFFECTS
FOR PROTECTIVE BUILDING AND
INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN
PEH Teng Sheng, ONG Ke Wei Joel, YEO Hui Wei, LIN Yadong

ABSTRACT
The ability to predict the consequences of an explosion accurately is essential for assessing the vulnerability of critical assets
and for designing protective solutions that can serve to mitigate such risks. The complex physical phenomena associated
with explosions include extreme pressures from blast waves and fragments from cased weapons. These phenomena can
be quantified with tools ranging from simple analytical methods to high-fidelity computational fluid dynamics software. It
is important to validate such predictive methods and numerical simulation models with quality experimental data obtained
from explosive tests. This article describes how DSTA performs research and leverages R&D collaborations to advance
capabilities in modelling explosion effects, including vapour cloud explosions and combined blast and fragment loading.
Such capabilities are used in the conceptualisation, design and implementation of protective solutions in facilities.
Keywords: blast prediction, protective design, vulnerability assessment

INTRODUCTION
Explosion hazards include blast and fragments that can injure
people and damage building infrastructure and equipment. It
is hence necessary to develop protective systems and plans
to mitigate the effects of explosions and ensure the continued
function of operational systems. The ability to analyse blast
effects is a key enabler for the development of protective
systems and response plans.
The phenomenon of blast as it interacts with the environment is
a complex one. As blast waves reflect off surfaces, their effects
can become amplified; on the other hand, when blast waves
expand into large volumes, their effects become attenuated.
The type of explosion can also result in very different effects.
For example, vapour explosions produce different explosion
loads from that of high explosives, while military ordnances
will break up into fragments upon exploding that add to the
damage inflicted by the blast.
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This article describes how DSTA performs research and
leverages R&D collaborations to advance capabilities in
analysing explosion effects.

FRAMEWORK FOR DEVELOPING
BLAST ANALYSIS AND PROTECTION
CAPABILITY
The framework for analysis and protection against explosion
effects starts with threat identification (see Figure 1). The
propagation of explosion hazards in different environment
are then quantified. These quantified explosion loads provide
the means to assess how building systems may be damaged
by these hazards and how people can be injured. Protective
solutions that are commensurate to the explosion loads can then
be developed. Such protective solutions include creating larger
standoffs through implementing vehicle barriers, developing
hardened systems such as thicker walls for protection of the
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Figure 1. Framework for blast analysis and protection

building envelope, or blast doors for protection of access
ways into the building, as well as implementing blast valves or
passive blast attenuation systems for protection of ventilation
pathways.

blast and fragmentation. Each study follows the framework to
validate models against experimental results, with the eventual
aim being to develop simplified fast-running procedures that
provide analytical capability to a larger community of engineers.

Quantifying Blast Loads

BLAST PROPAGATION IN CONFINED
ENVIRONMENT

The ability to quantify explosion loads is crucial to the
development of protective systems. Physics-based numerical
models as well as analytical and semi-empirical methods are
important tools for the quantification of such loads and much
research has gone into their development over the years.
Physics-based numerical modelling requires deep technical
expertise as computational fluid dynamics and finite element
analysis are not easy to master. This limits analytical capability
to only a small group of experts. Analytical and semi-empirical
methods to quantify blast loads have the advantage of being
fast. However, there are trade-offs in accuracy. It is also crucial
that the basis of the analytical and semi-empirical methods
are well understood and the application of these methods are
within interpolation bounds. Finally, it is important that these
tools are well validated.
The subsequent sections outline DSTA’s ongoing efforts to
develop the capability to: (a) predict how blast propagates
in complex confined environments; (b) to develop a blast
protection system for ventilation openings; (c) to understand
vapour cloud explosions; and (d) predict the effects of combined

Blast effects within confined areas can be amplified compared
to a blast in an open environment due to reflections from the
walls or internal surfaces and a lack of space for expansion.
The ability to evaluate blast loads in a confined environment
is thus necessary for the vulnerability assessment of critical
systems in confined areas and to facilitate protective systems
design.

Prediction Methodology – Look-up Charts
Design guides potentially offer a quick and simplified
methodology for predicting air blast propagation in confined
environments such as tunnel systems. One such design guide
is the Swiss Design Manual for Airblast Phenomena Due to
Nuclear and Conventional Explosives LS2000 (Anet & Bingelli,
2000). The LS2000 air blast prediction methodology for blast
in tunnel systems is based on a limited number of smallscale explosive tests augmented by numerical simulations.
Propagation of air blast through different geometrical features
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is predicted using a series of look-up charts. The look-up
charts take reference from explosions in straight tunnels to
derive the peak pressure and impulse loads (see Figure 2).
Correction factors for different geometric features are derived
from individual manual look-up charts as shown in Figure 3.
To account for multiple geometric features, these correction
factors from the different geometric features are multiplied
together and then applied to the charge weight. The pressure
and impulse loads are then derived from the reference look-up
chart for straight tunnels.

Validation of LS2000 Methodology
A series of large-scale explosive tests were conducted by DSTA
in collaboration with the Swedish Defence Research Agency.
The tests involved detonations of 100kg TNT just within the
entrance of the test tunnel facility (see Figure 4).

The LS2000 methodology was applied to the test
set-up. Numerical simulations were also performed using the
hydrodynamics1 software AUTODYN 2D. The results indicated

that LS2000 predicted the peak pressure within 7% of the test
results while the AUTODYN 2D prediction was within 5%. For
peak impulse, LS2000 predicted within 20% while AUTODYN
2D predicted within 2%. The comparisons are made in Table 1.
The comparisons showed that the AUTODYN 2D predictions
were able to predict both pressure and impulses to within
5%, instilling confidence in its use. A rigorous study was then
carried out to compare LS2000 predictions for the different
geometric features against AUTODYN 2D and it was observed
that LS2000 predictions were generally within 30% of those
in AUTODYN 2D. Bearing in mind that LS2000 is a simplified
model, the trade-off between faster analysis time against
accuracy is acceptable. The study provided insights into when
the LS2000 methodology can be used with confidence as well
as the acceptable margins of error.

Figure 2. Reference look-up chart for a straight tunnel

Figure 3. Sample of look-up charts associated with various geometries
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when the LS2000 methodology can be used with confidence as well as the
acceptable margins of error.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Experimental set-up of large scale tunnel tests (b) Geometric representation of
large-scale test in LS2000
(a)
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(b)
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Figure 4. (a) Experimental set-up of large-scale tunnel tests
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Table 1. Comparisons between experiments LS2000 and AUTODYN 2D

Table 1. Comparisons between experiments LS2000 and AUTODYN 2D
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Figure 6. Screenshot of the graphical user interface of the fast-running tool

The development of the fast-running tool provides DSTA with
the ability to predict blast loads in complex confined spaces.
It saves time and effort in analysis and reduces error in the
traditional use of look-up charts. This will contribute to a more
efficient blast protection design and vulnerability assessments
of critical facilities.

DEVELOPMENT OF BLAST
PROTECTION SYSTEM FOR
VENTILATION SYSTEM – A
MODULAR APPROACH
Thus far, the discussion has been focused on developing the
capability to analyse explosion effects in confined spaces.
However, the end goal of a building and infrastructure
protective systems engineer is to develop blast protection
systems for implementation in protective buildings. A common

challenge in designing such protective buildings lies in the
protection of ventilation openings through which air is brought
in and out. Smaller openings might be fitted with active blast
protection devices such as blast valves to reduce blast ingress.
To protect larger openings, an alternative solution to blast
valves, comprising modular passive blast attenuation systems,
was conceptualised and developed. Such a passive blast
attenuation system does not include moving parts and can be
considered to be almost free from maintenance.

Passive Blast Attenuation System Concept
It was observed that geometrical features designed to deflect,
entrap or expand the blast waves can effectively attenuate
blast pressures. A passive blast attenuation system (BAS)
which entailed attaching an attenuation space to an opening of
the protected area was therefore conceptualised (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Concept of modular passive blast attenuation system
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Numerical modelling was performed using AUTODYN to
analyse the blast from a charge located outside the opening,
propagating through the blast attenuation space and into the
protected area. Geometric features were incorporated into the
attenuation space iteratively to reduce the blast leakage into
the protected area to an acceptable level. To illustrate, Table 2
shows the level of blast attenuation that can be achieved with

Flow Resistance Considerations
As the passive blast attenuation system is applied to the
protection of ventilation openings, there is a need to design
mechanical ventilation systems to bring air into and out of the
facility. It is hence necessary to characterise flow resistance
of the passive blast attenuation system. Computational fluid
dynamics modelling using OpenFOAM2 was performed by

Table 2. Table of percentage differences and pressure contour snapshots

the incorporation of geometric features into the attenuation
space, Where outlet refers to the internal opening linking the
BAS interior to the protected building space and inlet is the
external opening linking the environment to the BAS interior.

(a)

DSTA and an experimental programme was carried out in
collaboration with the National University of Singapore to
validate the model. Figure 8 illustrates the experimental
test set-up and numerical simulation validation. Once the
OpenFOAM model was validated, it was used to determine the
flow resistance (in terms of the flow resistance coefficient )
through the different blast attenuation system designs.

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Experimental set-up (model lying on its side) (b) Computational model for flow resistance validation
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Development of Modular Design Tool
To facilitate rapid design process by protective engineers, a
Modular Design Tool was developed that allowed the selection
of an appropriate passive blast attenuation system that would
meet the requirements of air flow, design threat and space
constraints. The Modular Design Tool, as shown in Figure 9,
was developed based on parametric blast attenuation and
flow resistance studies for different air flow, physical size and
internal geometric configurations. Even as threats evolve and
flow requirements change, these stated procedures can be
performed to produce revised standard designs to cater for
these changes. The larger the number of standard designs, the
greater the flexibility designers have to choose the appropriate
modular passive attenuation system for ventilation opening
protection.

allowing design recommendations for standard cases to be
made quickly, hence reducing the requirement for custom BAS
design.

PREDICTING BLAST EFFECTS FROM
VAPOUR CLOUD EXPLOSIONS
Thus far, the developments discussed have been based on
TNT charges. However, it is also necessary to investigate how
blast arising from other explosive sources such as vapour cloud
explosions (VCE) can be modelled, as the blast phenomenon
could be different. A VCE occurs when a flammable, explosive
gas is mixed in air to release a large amount of energy. The
vapour cloud can either detonate (explode) or deflagrate (burn),
depending on how fast the combustion wave propagates
through the unburned fuel-air mixture.

Achievement

Small-scale VCE Tests

A set of predefined and pre-modelled standardised BAS
designs was developed and made available to designers for
efficient incorporation into facilities without the need to go
into complex numerical simulation processes. Selection from
this set of designs can be made with the use of the Modular
Design Tool which was created based on the parametric
blast and flow analyses. Estimates of air flow losses are
also presented as it needs to be accounted for in ventilation
design. This development has helped increase productivity by

In order to understand the blast effects from a VCE, a series
of small-scale VCE tests were performed in collaboration with
the Swedish Defence Research Agency. The fuel used for the
tests was Propylene Oxide (PO) that was contained in a plastic
canister. The tests were conducted near the opening of a shock
tube that was closed at the other end. The fuel was detonated
at varying standoff distances from the shock tube. The test
set-up is shown in Figure 10.

9. Snapshotofofaapart
part of
Design
Tool Tool
FigureFigure
9. Snapshot
ofthe
theModular
Modular
Design
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Even as threats evolve and flow requirements change, these stated procedures
can be performed to produce revised standard designs to cater for these
changes. The larger the number of standard designs, the greater the flexibility
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Secondary	
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(b)

Figure 10. (a) Schematic diagram of test set-up (b) Actual test set-up on site

The fuel detonation was accomplished in two stages. In
Stage 1, PO fuel was dispersed to form the vapour cloud using
a small amount of burster charge in the fuel mix. In Stage 2,

(a)

the vapour cloud was ignited using a secondary charge placed
near the canister (see Figure 11).

(b)

(c)

Figure 11. (a) At time = 0 (b) Stage 1 – Dispersion phase (c) Stage 2 – Ignition Phase
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Analysis of Small-scale VCE Tests
Outside the shock tube, the test results indicated that 5L of PO
resulted in blast loads that were equivalent to 16 kg of TNT. One
of the ways to predict the equivalent TNT is based on equation:

A second blast prediction method was based on the TNO3
Multi-Energy curves for hemispherical explosions, consisting of
a family of curves indicating different blast strength or severity.
The curves are based on indicative explosion strengths from
low deflagration (strength 1) to high detonation (strength 10)
(see Figure 12). Predictions from the TNO curves with explosive
strengths 6-8 correlate well for the detonation cases observed.

The explosive test indicated that the use of this simplified TNTequivalency method based on energy equivalency of the fuel is
too simplistic as the percentage of fuel actually consumed in
the explosion/combustion process is not known. This factor is
normally expressed as ∝e, and publications such as Guidelines

Inside the shock tube, analysis of the pressure recordings
showed that there was no single TNT equivalence that could
represent the loads along the whole tube. The equivalent TNT
varied from 4.5kg to as high as 11.5kg for the 5L of PO fuel
tested.

for Vapor Cloud Explosion, Pressure Vessel Burst, BLEVE and
Flash Fire Hazards (2010) and Handbook of Fire Protection
Engineering (1995) indicate that quantities between 1% and
10% are expected in industrial VCEs. The tests indicated
that the percentage of fuel actually consumed in the tests is
substantially more than the 1% to 10% indicated.

(a)

Appreciation Gained from the Analysis
The tests indicated that an explosion involving PO can result
in a much larger equivalent TNT as the energy density of PO
is considerably higher. The tests also provided an indication

(b)

Figure 12. (a) TNO positive scaled overpressures versus scaled distance for various explosion strengths
(b) Scaled positive duration versus scaled distance for various explosion strengths
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of the explosive strengths to be applied in predicting blast
pressures and impulses for VCE. The effects of vapour cloud
explosion propagation into a tunnel are currently not well
understood. Applying a single equivalent TNT for an external
blast propagagating into the tunnel system will result in
inconsistencies in pressure and impulse estimates at different
locations in the tunnel. From the limited tests performed, such
a method would result in over-conservative estimates of load.

APPROACH TO COMBINED BLAST
AND FRAGMENTATION MODELLING
The previous section dealt with the effects of ‘bare’ explosives
or explosive without casing. However, military ordnances
and improvised explosive devices can be encased in metallic
casing. The blast waves and fragments produced from such
cased explosives can result in synergistic effects, whereby
the linear combination of blast and fragment loading leads to
non-linear target damage. While it is important to be able to
characterise such combined blast and fragment effects for the
design of protective measures, this is a complex phenomenon
that is highly dependent on weapon and target parameters.

casing fragmentation, to blast and fragment propagation and
to structural behaviour – are computationally expensive and
sometimes infeasible. An approach to performing hydrocode
simulations of combined blast and fragment loading has been
developed. Calculations of blast and fragment loading are
decoupled from structural response analysis – the loading on
a non-responding target surface can be subsequently applied
in a finite-element analysis software to model the response of
the target.

Modelling Approach
In this decoupled approach described in Figure 13, the
detonation, casing breakup and propagation of the blast waves
and fragments are simulated first. The loading time histories
are then applied onto the target in a finite element model to
evaluate the structural response.
The initial phase of the simulation models the expansion of the
ordnance casing upon detonation of the encased explosive
material. The expansion velocity of the casing material is
tracked until it reaches a theoretical initial fragment velocity vo
predicted using Gurney’s equation for cylindrical charges:

Traditional engineering analysis of terminal weapon effects
typically treats the blast loading and fragment impact
separately, and does not account for such synergistic effects.
Numerical simulations can be used to quantify the combined
effects of blast and fragments. However, fully coupled analyses
that simulate the entire phenomenon – from detonation and

Figure 13. Framework for combined blast and fragment modelling
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The simulation is then halted when the initial fragment
velocity is attained, and the casing material is converted into
computational particles that represent fragments. The number
and mass distribution of the generated fragments are calculated
using the Mott equations (DDESB Technical Paper 16, 1991).

Various simulations with different casing thicknesses and
standoff distances were performed and the comparison
between the simulation and experimental results are shown in
Table 3. The deviation of the simulated combined momentum
from experimental results is shown in parentheses.

Subsequently, the propagation of blast and fragment loads
against the target is modelled. The particles interact with the
flow field through drag, and are treated as spheres with a given
mass, radius and velocity.

The simulation results reflect the overall trends that were
observed in the experiments, namely that thicker cased charges
produced larger momentums and that increased standoff
distances resulted in smaller momentums simulated. The
simulations showed good agreement with experimental results
at a smaller 1m standoff, and fairly reasonable comparisons at
a further standoff distance of 2m.

This modelling approach was developed by DSTA through a
research collaboration with the Agency for Science, Technology
and Research’s Institute of High Performance Computing.
It was also observed that the relative contribution of fragments
Comparison of simulation results with experimental data was
modelled.
particles
interact with thetoflow
through
drag, andincreased
are treatedwhen casing thickness
thefield
overall
momentum
also performed to validate the
accuracyThe
of the
models.
as spheres with a given mass, radius and velocity.
was increased. As the ratio of casing mass to explosive
This modelling
approach
was developed
by DSTA athrough
research
mass increased,
greater afraction
of the detonation energy
Comparison of Simulation
Results
Against
collaboration with the Agency for Science, Technology and Research’s Institute
was expected to be transferred to break up the casing and
Experimental Data of High Performance Computing. Comparison
of simulation results with
converted
intoaccuracy
kinetic energy
of the fragments, thus increasing
experimental data was also performed to
validate the
of the models.
the
momentum
contribution
as
well.
Simulations were performed to compare the calculated
Comparison of Simulation Results Against Experimental Data

loading against experimental data from previously conducted
Simulations
to compare
the the
calculated
loading
against
In addition,
simulations
were able
to capture the differences
momentum plate experiments
(Tan & were
Lam, performed
2004). In the
experimental data from previously conducted momentum plate experiments
in
arrival
time
of
blast
and
fragments
with a change in the
experiments, cylindrical cased
explosives
detonated
and
(Tan
& Lam, were
2004).
In the experiments,
cylindrical cased explosives were
casing thickness.
At locations
close
to the detonation point,
detonated
and amoving
momentum
plate mounted
onto a freely
moving sled
was
a momentum plate mounted
onto a freely
sled was
subjected to the combined blast and fragment
loading.
The
velocity
of the
plate before the fragments
the
blast
wave
was
expected
to
arrive
subjected to the combined blast and fragment loading. The
was measured using high speed cameras and multiplied by the mass of the
the fragments were expected to arrive first at locations
velocity of the plate was measured
usingtohigh-speed
cameras
target plate
determine the
transferredwhile
momentum.
far from the detonation point. Such trends can be seen in the
and multiplied by the mass of the target plate to determine the
Various simulations with different casing thicknesses and standoff distances
plots shown in Figure 14.
transferred momentum.
were performed and the comparison between the simulation and experimental
results are shown in Table 3. The deviation of the simulated combined
momentum from experimental results is shown in parentheses.
Casing
Thickness
(mm)
5
10

Standoff
Distance
(mm)
1000
1000

Blast
185
144

5

2000

68

10

2000

59

Momentum (kg.m/s)
Simulation
Fragment
Combined
172
357 (-2.5%)
424
568 (+6.0%)
163
95
(+12.4%)
225 (166
12.8%)

Experiment
Combined
366
536
145
258

Table 3. Comparison of combined momentum

Table 3. Comparison of combined momentum

The simulation results reflect the overall trends that were observed in the
experiments, namely that thicker cased charges produced larger momentums
and that increased standoff distances resulted in smaller momentums
simulated. The simulations showed good agreement with experimental results
at a smaller 1m standoff, and fairly reasonable comparisons at a further standoff
distance of 2m.
It was also observed that the relative contribution of fragments to the overall
momentum increased when casing thickness was increased. As the ratio of
casing mass to explosive mass increased, a greater fraction of the detonation
energy was expected to be transferred to break up the casing and converted
into kinetic energy of the fragments, thus increasing the momentum contribution
as well.
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Figure 14. Effect of casing thickness on time of arrival

Moving Forward – Target Response
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Predicting the effects of a blast phenomenon, including
its propagation and interaction with the environment is a
complex task. This article describes how DSTA has advanced
capabilities in analysing explosion effects. To allow a larger
community of engineers to be able to perform such analyses,
simplified fast-running tools or procedures were developed
that are essential for assessing the vulnerabilities of critical
assets or facilities.
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DSTA’S APPLICATION OF
ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS
FOR TENDER EVALUATION
KAM Han Jie

ABSTRACT
The adoption of the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) by DSTA, the Ministry of Defence (MINDEF) and the Singapore Armed
Forces (SAF), has contributed in the establishment of Singapore’s reputation as being a smart buyer of military systems
and technology. Developed by academics, the AHP methodology is employed by DSTA, MINDEF and the SAF – together
with an evaluation framework and acquisition strategy – to measure the programme benefits of proposals objectively and
quantitatively. The benefits are subsequently weighed against the programme cost of each proposal to identify the most
cost-effective one for contract award. This article describes the processes and key application challenges that have to be
overcome by DSTA, MINDEF and the SAF to ensure the effective use of AHP.
Keywords: analytic hierarchy process, cost-effective solution

INTRODUCTION

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

In 1988, MINDEF approved the use of quantitative selection
methodology as a method of supplier selection for weapon
acquisition. The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) was chosen
and applied in several projects before it was formally mandated
in 1993 for use in all complex and high value weapon acquisition.

To apply AHP effectively for tender evaluation, an evaluation
framework must first be established to supplement the
methodology with procurement processes and acquisition
strategies. This would ensure a fair and transparent evaluation
in which tenderers are motivated to propose value for
money solutions. Additionally, this framework has in place
procurement safeguards whereby fundamental and mandatory
system or contractor requirements are specified upfront in the
tender to rule out proposals that do not qualify for evaluation.
This ensures that only credible proposals will proceed on for
evaluation. Another key feature of the framework is its two
envelope system, where tenderers are required to submit their
programme proposals and price proposal separately. AHP is
first used to measure the effectiveness and benefits of each
programme proposal. The price proposals are not released to
the evaluation team so as to ensure the objective assessment of
the programme proposal. The programme benefits (operation
utility, technical merits etc.) of each proposal will subsequently
be weighed against its cost in a process known as benefit-cost
evaluation, in order for the evaluation team to select the most
cost-effective and suitable proposal for contract award.

Following the successful implementation of the AHP for
weapons and platforms, its use was extended to design-andbuild construction projects, software developmental projects
and more recently, outsourcing tenders for the Ministry of
Defence (MINDEF) and the Singapore Armed Forces (SAF).
The success of DSTA in acquiring cost-effective solutions has
also garnered the interest of the Public Service as a whole
and in 2005, the Singapore Tourism Board engaged DSTA as
a consultant on the selection of proposals for its integrated
resorts. This led to other ministries and government agencies
seeking to apply AHP for their projects. In 2009, the Ministry of
Finance (MOF) found it opportune to make AHP a mandatory
evaluation tool for all complex and high value government
acquisition projects. This policy was incorporated into the
MOF’s revised Instruction Manual on Procurement issued in
June 2009.
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AHP PROGRAMME BENEFIT AND
BENEFIT-COST EVALUATION

close of the tender to ensure that the model is objective and
does not favour any particular submitted proposal.

Development of AHP Evaluation Model
AHP is a decision-making support tool developed in the 1970s
by Thomas Saaty, a mathematics lecturer from the University of
Pittsburgh, USA. The process requires the establishment of a
hierarchy of criteria and sub-criteria which is important to reach
a decision objectively and systematically. This is especially true
when there are multiple stakeholders with different criteria
and needs. These criteria and sub-criteria are weighted to
determine their relative importance in reaching the decision,
eventually forming the AHP model. As part of the evaluation
framework, the AHP model – or what is commonly called the
AHP tree – will need to be finalised and approved prior to the

Contrary to some decision-making methodologies where the
weightages of criteria are estimated, AHP has a scientific and
systematic approach to help decision makers sieve out the
relative importance of criteria and sub-criteria as well as allocate
the weightages accordingly (see Figure 1). This scientific
approach to determine weightages is done via pair comparison,
otherwise known as pairwise comparison (see Figure 2). Saaty
(1980) provided a scale for the pairwise comparison, together
with eigenvectors and eigenvalues mathematical principles, to
derive the weightages of criteria from the pairwise comparison
matrix at a particular level of the AHP model (see Figure 3).
The allocated weightages from pairwise comparison reflects
the importance of criteria that would influence the evaluation
outcome.

Prpgramme Benefit (100%)

Capability
(36.4%)

Platform
(23.2%)

Growth
(8.97%)

Payload
(9.4%)

Ground Station
(3.8%)

Availability
(20.4%)

Reliability
(15.3%)

Risk
(34.2%)

Supportability
(5.1%)

Figure 1. Example of an AHP hierarchy of criteria and sub-criteria with weightages

Intensity of Importance

Definition

1

Equal Importance

3

Moderate Importance

5

Essential or Strong Importance

7

Very Strong Importance

9

Extreme Importance

2, 4, 6, 8

Intermediate Values

Figure 2. Scale for pairwise comparison in AHP
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Programme Benefit

Capability

Growth

Availability

Risk

Programme
Benefits

Capability

Growth

Availability

Risk

Capability

1

4

2

1

Growth

1/4

1

1/3

1/3

Availability

1/2

3

1

1/2

Risk

1

3

2

1

Figure 3. Pairwise comparison and comparison matrix of criteria at the top level to allocate weightages

Figure 3. Pairwise comparison and comparison matrix of criteria at the top level to allocate
weightages

The establishment
of criteria
and weightages
is an important
Price proposals
only be released
The
establishment
of criteria
and weightages
is anwillimportant
stepafter
in the
anycompletion and
decision making
process.
(1980) emphasised
decision
making
would report, where
step in any decision-making
process. Saaty
(1980)Saaty
emphasised
approval of thethat
programme
proposal
evaluation
not bewould
holistic
thewithout
involvement
of programme
relevant stakeholders.
the is fixed. The
that decision making
not without
be holistic
the
the
benefit scores forHence,
each proposal
formulation
of
the
criteria
and
weightages
cannot
be
done
solely
by
DSTA
involvement of relevant stakeholders. Hence, the formulation
evaluation team would then proceed to conduct a benefit-cost
without the involvement of stakeholders from the SAF such as operational
of the criteria and weightages cannot be done solely by DSTA
evaluation to determine the most cost-effective proposal with
users, the service logistics department and the future capability planning
without the involvement of stakeholders from the SAF such
the greatest benefit per dollar for contract award. For cost
department. Their involvement means that the AHP criteria is more
as operational users,
the
service
logistics
department
and
proposal
assessment,
the evaluation logistics
team does not consider
comprehensive as it takes into consideration
operational,
maintenance,
the future capability
department.growth
Their involvement
only the front-end
acquisition
cost oftechnical
the system. It also takes
and planning
future capability
on top of programme
delivery
and system
means that the AHP
criteria is moreThis
comprehensive
as it takes is into
account
the in
system’s
Life application
Cycle Cost (LCC)
requirements.
holistic approach
a key
factor
DSTA’s
of or Total Cost
AHP
in which maintenance,
all aspects oflogistics
an acquired
system
are considered
and
evaluated.
into consideration
operational,
and
of Ownership
(TCO), which
include
the cost of operating,
future capability growth on top of programme delivery and
maintaining and supporting the system throughout its planned
Evaluation
system technicalProposal
requirements.
This holistic approach is a key
life cycle with the SAF. The rationale for using LCC or TCO is
factor in DSTA’s application of AHP in which all aspects of an
to ensure that the acquired system is not only cost-effective in
In the evaluation of programme proposals, pairwise comparison is again applied
acquired system are considered and evaluated.
the initial acquisition phase, but also for the rest of its operating
to all of the proposals under each of the last level criterion in the AHP tree (see
service life. This key application of AHP helps DSTA, MINDEF
Figure 4). A scale is used for the pairwise
comparison with the level of
and the
SAFend
ensure
that the
Proposal Evaluation
importance changed to level of preference.
The
result
willacquired
be a system
ratio ofis cost-effective
scores for each proposal with respectyettosustainable.
the weight of the criterion. The
In the evaluation of programme proposals, pairwise comparison
is again applied to all of the proposals under each of the last
level criterion in the AHP tree (see Figure 4). A scale is used for
the pairwise comparison with the level of importance changed
to level of preference. The end result will be a ratio of scores for
each proposal with respect to the weight of the criterion. The
summation of all the derived benefit scores for each criterion
would give the overall benefit score of each proposal.
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EFFECTIVE APPLICATION OF AHP
While the AHP methodology seems simple and direct on paper,
practitioners will highlight that it is not as straightforward
to apply. Some challenges for practitioners to apply AHP
effectively for tender evaluation are discussed below.

DSTA’S APPLICATION OF ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS FOR TENDER EVALUATION

Figure 4. Proposal evaluation using pairwise comparison for Proposals A, B, C and D under each last level criterion

AHP Evaluation Model Criteria Formulation
The AHP tree needs to be comprehensive in order to select a
system that is not only capable, but also sustainable, logistically
supportable as well as having the ability to incorporate
future upgrades with minimum programme risk. Hence, the
evaluation team would require in-depth system knowledge,
market knowledge as well as understanding of the system’s
intended operation and logistic support concept from various
stakeholders. When framing the criteria under the AHP tree,
care must be taken to ensure that criteria are mutually exclusive
to avoid double counting of benefits. For example, the criterion
on excess system electrical capacity overlaps with growth
potential of system and double scoring may occur if they are
structured as two independent criteria. Ensuring mutually
exclusive criteria will be difficult if the team starts formulating
all of the lowest level criteria based on tender requirements
without taking a more macro and holistic perspective.

AHP Evaluation Model Weight Allocation
Another challenge is the need to balance the requirements
and priorities of different stakeholders in the evaluation team
when developing the criteria weightages. The team lead,

typically the project or programme manager, would need to
manage the expectations of each stakeholder, remain neutral
to their different needs and possess the ability to align the
team to a common goal. Hence, the process to determine the
weightages can be time-consuming, requiring several rounds
of discussions and resulting in numerous iterations of criteria
and weightages being generated among the stakeholders.
Therefore, discussions on criteria and weightages should start
as early as possible to ensure sufficient time to finalise the AHP
model. The PMT should treat this process not as negotiation
sessions but team learning opportunities.

Effective Differentiable Evaluation Criteria
When formulating the criteria, driving the last level criteria
down to every possible lowest level resolution will result in an
ineffective and unproductive AHP tree. Such an AHP tree will
have many last level criteria with negligible weight resulting in
no real impact to the overall evaluation. The evaluation team
will spend unproductive effort to evaluate these criteria. Hence,
guidelines were developed with experienced practitioners for
evaluation teams to formulate AHP tree to the appropriate level
and weights. In addition, evaluation teams were trained to pay
more focus on important differentiable technology and criteria.
This will aid the team to better differentiate superior proposed
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systems in AHP. Embodying years of extensive experience in
evaluating numerous systems, these guides and strategies
enable evaluation teams to be productive and focused when
evaluating proposed systems.

Benefit Pairwise Comparison of Proposals
In AHP, pairwise comparison cannot be carried out based on
the quantitative attributes of the proposed systems alone.
Evaluation teams need to assess the benefit or utility derived
from each attribute of the proposed system for the intended
operational use and not based on pure comparison of system
specifications among the proposals. In addition, the law of
diminishing marginal utility postulates that increased system
specifications does not guarantee a linear increase in utility or
benefit. There will be a point where the increased specifications
of the system would yield only marginal utility or benefits for
operations as shown in Figure 5.
Evaluation teams will therefore need to exercise sound
judgment in order to sieve out proposals that fail to meet
operational requirements. To determine the true utility or benefit
of the system attributes, technical and operational knowledge
is essential and invaluable. This is also one of the reasons why
DSTA does not set out to acquire the best, most advanced
and costliest system in the world for every tender evaluation.
Instead, the objective of the evaluation is to identify the most
cost-effective solution that meets the operational needs of
MINDEF and the SAF.
To overcome the challenges faced in applying AHP effectively,
DSTA holds training, workshops, guidelines and facilitates
guidance from experienced practitioners regularly. This ensures

continuity of knowledge and taps past experiences of previous
evaluation teams in order to conduct an efficient, effective and
objective evaluation.

EMERGING CHALLENGES
AHP has served DSTA, MINDEF and the SAF well in identifying
the most cost-effective proposals in system acquisition.
However, system requirements have become more massive and
complex over the years. This rising complexity of requirements
often means that proposals are unable to fulfil all requirements
fully, resulting in trade-offs. Furthermore, the system or solution
selected via the evaluation may not be the most optimal. While
a mix of sub-systems from different suppliers may serve as a
better solution, effort is required to manage the risks and issues
associated with systems integration. As such, the current
AHP methodology of selecting the single most cost-effective
proposal needs to be developed further.

CONCLUSION
The ability to apply AHP effectively for tender evaluation has
enabled DSTA, MINDEF and the SAF to acquire optimised and
cost-effective systems and capabilities. Besides the standard
academic methodology, deep understanding of the relevant
technology domain, key application considerations and the
ability to relate to the operational needs of users are also
imperative in identifying the most suitable solution. Many of the
experiences in AHP application are institutionalised in DSTA’s
courses, workshops and guides conducted by experienced
practitioners to ensure that robust evaluation practices are
employed by future evaluation teams.

Figure 5. Graph illustrating the law of diminishing marginal utility arising from increased system specification
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